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how can I keep from singing?

V.cation comes neat the head of a list of topics that occupies us hete at Valpataiso Univetsity. That's been true for a long time, and it still remains a fruitful-if fretful-subject for study
and for talk. Those of us with jobs that match vocations sometimes forget, in the press of daily
obligations, how lucky we are. Formal discussions help to remind us. So do the ordinary processes
of the job search, seen from the perspective of the search committee. There is no more poignant
reminder of the urgency of vocation than that eager and intelligent young person at the end of the
interview table, every nerve stretched to convey perfection, hoping that this interview will yield
the prize, a "real" job.
By which the candidate means what we who hold the jobs too often refer to as the grind, the
salt mines, the killer. From the moans and groans that intensify at the end of the semester, one
might assume that we were held in durance vile, instead of doing work that, admittedly consuming
and difficult, lies at the crossing point, as Frederick Buechner said, of our own heart's desire and
the world's desperate need. The vocation of a professor-the one who cherishes and professes a
subject and draws the young into similar loves and professions-cannot be matched for its exhilarations or its despairs. At the beginning of a semester, one's hopes are infinite; at the end of the day,
a young person's bored or indifferent face can seem a tragic failure too great to be borne. To have
the vocation of teacher is a blessing, but clearly of the mixed variety. And being an editor among
teachers changes the mixture, lightens the load, but allows a core of the vocation to flourish.
Retirement urges reflection. Unlike other retirees, an editor has an audience for these reflections whose urge to get away she cannot observe. So if you turn the page, I will not mind. But I will
go ahead with the reflecting, which in my case involves mostly gratitude for unlooked-for and
undeserved delight in pursuing a vocation of reading, teaching, writing and editing that proved to
be exactly what I wanted. To have been a part of The Cresset's history has been an honor, but it has
also been a daily pleasure. In the first of these first pages, I wrote that starting the school year with
a journal to edit was like having a really big pencil box, and I couldn't have loved it more.
I owe thanks to many for advice, consolation, encouragement and correction. The current
department editors-Gregg Hertzlieb, Tom Kennedy, David Morgan, and John Ruff have given
time, energy and expertise beyond any compensation, and I thank them for believing in the worth
of the project over and over again. Ralph Klapis as a copy reader has caught gaffes and mistakes
with more grace and accuracy than any outfielder has caught long balls. For help in the office in
particular I thank Eric, Diane, Dorcas, Laura, Carmen, Kate, Jeff, Mike, Rhett, Beth, Krista, Beth,
Jaron, Melissa, Julie, and Jessica, who over the past thirteen years made the office a place where
the work got done and good spirit prevailed. To the two most recent student editors, Josh Eckhardt
and Josh Messner, I owe enormous gratitude and affection for their efforts, their goodness, their
intelligence, their passions. They have made the last eight years a remarkable time in my life.
"Hail and farewell!" the ancients used to say. But Christian folk can offer blessings more
reverberant. For Tom Kennedy, who will be The Cresset's ninth editor in its sixty-five years of history, I ask that with God's help he will find here the vocation that uses and magnifies all his talents. For readers and friends who have, known and unknown, accompanied me along this part of
my journey, I commend you to the hands of an almighty God. May you know and be known by
that Wisdom in Love, whose name is Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
Peace,

GME

A retiree allows
herself some space
for musing in
her last issue.

Intimations
learning from Lutherans?

Jeff Smith
This is the fifth piece in a series commissioned for this year's Cresset concerning the question, "what and
how should the church-related university publish in the 21st century?" Participants have all been editors of
Valparaiso University publications. Jeff Smith was Editor of The Torch (19 78-79) and The Lighter (1979-80).

-The Editor

Jeff Smith is a Senior
Lecturer in the
Department of
Business
Communication at
the University of
Southern California
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A y given publication of a chu<eh-celated univmity can go in one of two way•. It can eithet
be a forum for discussion among members of the university's community and constituency, or it can
attempt to bring the university's special perspective-the historic commitments around which the
community is constituted-to wider issues and audiences. That is, it can either be a newsletter of
one sort of another, or it can try to "intervene" (to use a current buzzword) in the debates of the
wider society, perhaps in the hope of bringing to those debates the "prophetic voice" of the university's faith tradition.
Both functions are valuable, and there is nothing to stop a university from trying, through different publications, to serve both. About the "newsletter" function, though, there is less to be said.
Communities need forums for internal discussion, and to the extent that a church-related university
is one "hub" within a larger faith community, it is a logical provider of such forums. The one thing
really new and noteworthy here is the hugely expanded capacity for internal discussion created by
the internet. Online listserves and bulletin boards, which can host discussions that unfold almost in
real time, look to become a more efficient way of keeping members of a community or interest
group engaged and up-to-date than the old printing/mailing model probably ever could be. Churchrelated universities should take advantage of this by setting up such forums, making their existence
known to constituents (especially far-flung alumni and members of interested denominations), and
then getting out of their way and letting the community use them as it chooses.
The "prophetic" or "interventionist" function is more difficult to carry out, and universities
must decide how seriously they're prepared to try. They should certainly consider trying. Lutheran
higher education-the Lutheran intelligentsia, if it may be put that way-has yet to produce a counterpart to the Catholic Commonweal or the Jewish Commentary or Tikkun: a serious, nationally
circulating journal of opinion devoted to social, political and cultural affairs, one that reaches
beyond the faith community itself. The Christian Century and First Things are devoted to such matters, but neither is distinctively Lutheran. The liberal Christian Century grew by absorbing various
denominations' failing magazines, and First Things, which calls itself "interreligious," gets its sponsorship from a private institute heavily funded by right-wing foundations and ultraconservatives
(including the Coors of Coors beer, and the noted Clinton-hater Richard Mellon Scaife). The very
existence of these journals testifies to the truth of historian James Davison Hunter's observation
that the important fault lines in American culture no longer lie between denominations but across
them, with both the "orthodox" and the "progressive" tendencies, as Hunter calls them, organized
around coalitions of like-minded Protestants, Catholics and Jews.
So, is a serious Lutheran (or broadly Lutheran) journal of opinion even needed? Another way
to put the question is to consider something Commonweal says of itself-that it exists in the belief
"that America has much to learn from Catholicism, and vice versa." We might ask: Does America
have much to learn from Lutheranism? Lutheranism's cultural role and impact in America have
been remarkably ill-defined, especially compared to those of Judaism, Catholicism and even some
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other Protestant traditions like the Southern Baptists'. Perhaps Lutheranism just "blends in" too
well because there are so many Lutherans and they've never become identified with any particular
industry, occupation, or political inclination. Hence they've developed no distinctive perspective
or voice. In that case, there may be nothing especially "Lutheran" to be said about America's political or cultural affairs, and therefore no need for a Lutheran opinion magazine. Church-related
universities in the Lutheran tradition, then, can safely confine themselves to publishing newsletters
(or uploading them).
Moreover, it's not clear that a single "Lutheran" journal of politics and culture is even possible.
As the journals I named earlier seem to indicate, it's comparatively easy to produce a magazine
that's religiously ecumenical, but very difficult to produce one that's politically ecumenical. It may
just be out of the question. Most Americans don't much care any more about what separates their
various faiths; even conservatives work happily with political bedfellows who-if the conservatives
are serious about their own theology-they believe are estranged from God and headed for eternal
damnation. First Things can thus accommodate both Orthodox Jewish writers and Protestant evangelicals who (purportedly) see Judaism as a refusal to accept Christ. The important thing, apparently, is that they're all in broad agreement on abortion or gay rights. Essentially the same is true
among liberals: The political alliances are easier to maintain than, say, any grouping of liberal and
conservative Catholics or liberal and conservative Jews. It is politics that matters now, not theology
-or perhaps the way to say this is that theological differences, the ones that historically divided the
faiths, no longer form the basis of people's political views.
Even if America does have something to learn from Lutheranism, it will be hard if not impossible to have a "Lutheran journal of opinion." What might be possible are journals of either conservative or liberal opinion(s) that happen to be held by Lutherans and for which Lutheran warrants
are somehow claimed. University sponsorship could, in theory, be the vehicle that bridges the gulf,
bringing the two factions together in a common (Lutheran) enterprise. But that assumes that the
university itself is a common enterprise, or at least is capable of housing one. To take our own local
example, VU-from what I've seen in recent years (and, of course, to oversimplify)-is an uneasy
mix of conservative trustees and administrators, a preponderantly liberal faculty, and a student body
that is split. The campus left and campus right argue with, annoy and occasionally try to repress
each other, but they represent distinct enterprises and agendas at the university just as they do in
society at large. Pursuing those agendas outweighs any commitment to a common "Lutheranness."
But then, perhaps that is what Lutheranism has to teach America: that, faith tradition or no faith
tradition, our two political cultures-orthodox and progressive, or "red" and "blue" as the conservative writer David Brooks calls them-don't have much to say to each other; they don't believe they
can learn from each other. That's an interesting point, but I think America already knows it.
-Jeff Smith

THE CLIMB
Your death makes company with emptiness
Inside, so that the slightest breath
Is like the loneliness
I know on winter days when air and ice
Speak together, catching
Syllables in a mesh of cold
The way death came for you when we weren't watching.
Your helplessness made nonsense of the worldLike tilting ladders to a sky
You climbed until you failed.
Each day you knew the ticking of the clock
And what the TV said
And what they said you couldn' t do
Today, before you napped and went to bed.
When you couldn't work your legs, as useless
As stubborn weights attached to knees,
You wanted to be careless,
Set fires you shouldn't, begged for a license,
And all to feel yourself:
Not this other who forgot ,
Like a secret time bomb making mischief.
You never said much, your pockets of answers
Like bits of apple that you offered
From your knife, or graham crackers
With a cup of milk. You talked about the houses
That you built, trains you rode,
And just how much you loved our kisses.
Then you'd have a diabetic episode.
My son was building blocks today, and I
Blinked and saw you sitting there,
Touching your dog Nicky.
He laughed and you were gone, a slippered ghost.
You would have wanted it:
Your heart at last working so hard
That you outdid yourself, and then were quiet.

Kim Bridgford
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Lincoln's Theology of the Republic
According to the Second Inaugural Address
Paul R. Hinlicky

Tlisten again to lincoln's Second Inaugural is as much as anything an exp.,ience of oratorical beauty. Its sublime effect is worked by the precise antitheses, by the force of fact plainly stated,
by the dramatic ironies that ensue. The melancholy lamentation, the biblical cadences and citations
combine force to draw us through the valley of the shadow to a final stirring exhortation.!
I was more than ever moved by the eloquence of this address in September, 2000, when I read it
again after many years, chiseled on the interior side wall of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington,
DC. Since our son had passed his childhood in the years of our Central European sojourn, we wanted
to show him the nation's capital. After an intense exposure to the terrors of Europe's modern history, we children of the Sixties have become more receptive than ever before to "that unfinished
work. .. that cause for which [the dead at Gettysburg] gave the last full measure of devotion," in the
words of Lincoln's other great address. That cause was, I have come to think, a substantive notion
of freedom, of "malice toward none, charity toward all." Such freedom is not less than, but also, not
merely the negative freedom of rights, freedom from others, which Jeffersonians so cherish. But by
the end of the Civil War Lincoln grasped after a notion of positive freedom, freedom for others,
freedom evoked by a vision, however dimly seen "as through a glass darkly," of the common good
of a community of equals.
I was equally struck in September by the haunting thoughts concerning God borne by this text
and I resolved then and there not merely to appreciate them for their eloquence, but to understand
them for their truth. For us today the theological speculation at the heart of the Second Inaugural
violates all manner of cultural taboos against serious public talk about God. Even more, Lincoln's
"Living God," "the Almighty, [who] has purposes of his own," ill suits the therapeutically driven
dictates of much contemporary piety. Lincoln's public theology, in other words, offends equally secularists who would banish talk of God from the public square and religionists who would diminish
talk of God to a private emotional preserve. This offense against present arrangements is what
makes Lincoln's theology interesting.
an unlikely theologian
Lincoln, let it be said straight off, seems an unlikely candidate for the title of theologian of the
American Republic. Lincoln was a self-educated man of ideas, a ceaseless, intelligent and critical
reader, but certainly no academic. If we call him a "theologian," the meaning is not that he reflected
professionally on discourse about God. Rather we point to the fact that in the Second Inaugural
Lincoln interpreted the American political experience biblically and prophetically, that is, with reference to the sovereign purposes of the Living God along the lines of the early American Edwardsian tradition, broadly construed. In spite of that, Lincoln's candidacy as a theologian seems implausible when we take into account his personal faith.
Lincoln was never an orthodox (i.e. Trinitarian) believer, nor did he ever attest any personal
experience of the grace of Christ.2 Indeed, as a young man Lincoln devoured the skeptical works of
notorious apostates like Thomas Paine. He may have even read the German radical critic David
Friedrich Strauss' Life ofJesus, a much discussed book of his time, which purported to dissolve every
detail in the gospels into the mythical fancies of the early church. The young man Lincoln used
Straussian arguments to inveigh against the deity of Christ in conversations among his intimates. He
even wrote a tract on Infidelity, which these friends later destroyed before it could be found out and
published by enemies, prematurely ending his political career. Voracious reading drew Lincoln chiefly
into the calculating rationalism and moral utilitarianism of British liberal writers like Bentham and
Mill: their Epicurean doctrine that all human behavior is motivated by natural interest, which can be

This lecture, preceded
by a dramatic reading

of Lincoln's Second
Inaugural,

was delivered last
winter on
the occasion of
Professor Hinlicky's
taking up the
]ordan-Trexler
Professorship in
Religion and
Philosophy at
Roanoke College,
Salem, Virginia.

traded by calculating minds to effect the greatest good for the greatest number, formed the very
antithesis of the idealistic and sentimental doctrines of high-brow contemporary Protestantism)
Allen C. Guelzo maintains that Lincoln dallied all his life with the Old Light Calvinism of his parents. Lincoln appropriated their doctrine of God's predestining will, but in secularized form, as the
'Doctrine of Necessity.' Such a view, according to Guelzo, inclined Lincoln to take seriously the historicity of human possibilities when assessing moral agency and accountability in concrete cases. He
understood that if he had been born in the South to a slaveholding family, he would feel the same way
about the issues of his day as did his opponents. A mechanical universe comported well with Lincoln's Benthemite thinking about the sources of human motivation in material interests driven by the
natural engine of cause and effect. Only later in life, when Lincoln was drawn into debates about the
morality of slavery, was he forced beyond this frame of thought into the use of biblical rhetoric.
Mere appeal to the truths of reason did not suffice to dissuade the slaveholding class of its selfevident natural superiority or of the manifest racial inferiority of the enslaved population. The Jeffersonian dictum in fact proved to be a double-edged sword: Nothing seemed more rational and
more evident to white Americans than the natural inequality of the races: Did not reason itself teach
that slaves of African descent do not qualify as members of that class who are endowed with inalienable rights? The Dred Scott decision demonstrated this ambiguity of the Jeffersonian appeal to the
self-evident truths of reason.
So slavery, Lincoln had to argue, was a moral wrong "made so plain by our good Father in
heaven;" further, this wrong was not subject to the counter-judgment of popular will, no matter
what natural and material interests pertain, if "it assumes that there can be moral right in the
enslaving of one man by another." As Guelzo points out, however, "this was an odd argument for
Lincoln to make ... because the selfishness of the 'slave power' was exactly the principle which he
believed animated human decision anyway, and appeals to popular sovereignty were precisely what
Lincoln otherwise expected from human beings. But now, for this religionless, utilitarian man, opposition to slavery no longer made sense on purely liberal grounds ... he needed a morality with which
to embarrass popular sovereignty's appeal to selfishness."4 Thus the turn came about in Lincoln's
rhetoric to the will "of our good Father in heaven," to the Creator who has made and values one and
all equally, to the Source of inalienable human dignity-in order to trump the popular will and
rational judgment of economic man by an undemocratic dictate of revelation.
Notwithstanding this turn to scriptural rhetoric, it remains the case that Lincoln could never
countenance irrational and emotionally manipulative revivalism, which, as a cool, calculating,
upwardly mobile Whig, he associated with the frontier enthusiasm of Jacksonian Democrats. Guelzo
probes the question of Lincoln's faith in as nuanced a fashion as may be possible. He notes that Lincoln was not called "honest Abe" for nothing. His storied integrity of character actually emerged in
adulthood as compensation for the loss of childhood faith. "Lincoln's moralism," Guelzo writes, "far
from puzzling, was driven precisely because he was 'wholly wanting' in piety." That is, like many Victorians brought up in early American Protestantism, Lincoln "imbibed a puritanical demand for
earnestness and relentless truthfulness and then turn[ed] it on [his] own Christianity. Duty became
the moral surrogate of religion."5 Later on in his life, however, the burden of such duty became
crushing. The death of two of his own children weighed on his soul, and he anguished under a
frightful burden of conscience over the war's dead and ruined-"the nation's wounds ... ,"as he
spoke in the Second Inaugural, "him who shall have borne the battle, his widow, and his orphan."
This moral burden of unavoidable guilt for innocent suffering in a just cause inclined the mature
Lincoln more and more to wish for faith in the grace of that "Living God" of whom believers spoke.
But Lincoln, so far as the record can reveal, never came to such faith in divine mercy for himself and
openly doubted "that he would ever get to heaven." Perhaps there was no form of Christianity
available to Lincoln in which he could ever fully feel at home in the kind of doubts, both intellectual
and existential, which he suffered. As Guelzo concludes: "none of the preachers and devout layfolk
who wanted so badly to Christianize Lincoln in death ever penetrated to the real heart of Lincoln's
personal religious anguish, the deep sense of helplessness before a distant and implacable Judge
who revealed himself only through crisis and death, who Lincoln would have wanted to love if only
the Judge had given him the grace to do the loving."6
This acute observation may count as much as a judgment on the graceless, unsacramental forms
of Christianity of that day as on Lincoln. Lincoln knew only a form of Christianity which demanded

sl9
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L.
of troubled consciences the very certainty of mercy that they helplessly lacked: an assurance of
God's favor which no honest person could conjure up without self-deception. Yet that does not disqualify Lincoln as theologian of the American Republic. If an intellectual passion for God -for
talking truth about God and truth in God's name-makes a theologian, Lincoln's costly speculations are worth far more to us today than the attractive, but facile affirmations of zealots, whether
abolitionist or secessionist, whether secular or religious, not to mention the meaner theologies and
anti-theologies of vengeance and recrimination which abounded then as they do today.
the theology of the Second Inaugural
At mid-century, America's last great public theologian, Reinhold Niebuhr, assessed Lincoln's
theology in the Second Inaugural at the end of his insightful study, The Irony of American History.
In the Address, Niebuhr argued, Lincoln articulated a theology of the American Republic which
both set the tasks of the state under the providential orderings of the "Living God" of justice and
mercy and rebuked the churches for their overweening moralism and spiritual presumption. We,
"as all 'God-fearing' men of all ages, are never safe against the temptation of claiming God too
simply as the sanctifier of whatever we most fervently desire. Even the most 'Christian' civilization
and even the most pious church must be reminded that the true God can be known only where
there is some awareness of a contradiction between divine and human purposes, even on the highest
level of aspirations. "7 A letter Lincoln wrote shortly after delivering the Second Inaugural confirms
the gravamen of Niebuhr's interpretation. "Men are not flattered by being shown that there has
been a difference of purpose between the Almighty and themselves," Lincoln wrote to Thurlow
Weed. "To deny it, however, in this case, is to deny that there is a God governing the world."S This
divine governance Lincoln wanted to affirm; by the same token this very affirmation shows that
Lincoln's intentions in the Second Inaugural are inescapably theological.
But what concretely was at issue here? What is Lincoln's theology? Harry V. Jaffa notes that
"the Civil War was as much a war between differing versions of Christianity (or about the teachings
of the Bible) as it was about slavery and the Constitution."9 In a brilliant comparison of Lincoln's
narrative use of the Bible with Jefferson Davis' proof-texting of the story of the cursing of Ham,
Jaffa brings out the critical feature which distinguishes Lincoln's use of Scripture. Lincoln was not
drawn into the furious exchange of proof-texts that dominated the uncritical biblicism of his day,
which could regard anything in the Bible as equally inspired, equally authoritative, and equally relevant. The hidden conceit of this approach is that the interpreter gets to select and construe texts,
usually in close accord with unacknowledged contemporary interests. So the obscure text about the
cursing of Ham becomes proof-text for the Mississippi slaveholder's possession of imported
Mricans as chattel. Lincoln saw through this and would not be drawn into it. Rather Lincoln read
the Bible canonically, that is, as a whole with a view to the over-arching narrative themes of the liberation of the slaves from Pharaoh's tyranny and that forgiveness of sins which banishes malice and
initiates the reign of charity. Just so, Lincoln read the Bible theistically, that is, as a narrative key to
the present work of that Living God made known in the biblical canon.
In this light, we may ask, what discovery has taken place in Lincoln's reflections on the
Almighty's purpose which has supervened his own purpose in going to war? As early as September,
1862, reflecting on battlefield reversals, Lincoln meditated on the Divine Will. In a notation which
anticipates in much the mature thought of the Second Inaugural, he began, "The will of God prevails ... .In the present civil war, it is quite possible that God's purpose is something different from
the purpose of either party... " He concluded, "I am almost ready to say this is probably true: that
God wills this contest, and wills that it shall not yet end."lO
Three years of warfare later, the text of the Second Inaugural anticipates "with high hopes for the
future" the "progress of our arms." Yet the impending military victory now suggests the "fundamental
and astounding" thought that God has purposed "this mighty scourge of war," not simply to preserve
the Union, but in the process to transform it. Preservation had been Lincoln's purpose. But in the
Address Lincoln intimates that God's over-riding purpose has been to end the offense of American
slavery, delivering woe upon all, Northerner and Southerner alike, by whom this offense had come.
(Recall that the Emancipation Proclamation was issued under Lincoln's authority as commander in
chief, and was justified as a war measure; the Thirteenth Amendment would later ratify this decision.)
Without express attribution Lincoln quotes the statement of Jesus concerning Judas' betrayal: "it

must needs be that offenses come; but woe to that man by whom the offense cometh!" The veiled
allusion to Judas the betrayer likens the slave system to an act of treason against the sacred proposition embedded in the Declaration, that all are created equal. The divine judgment pronounced in this
word of "woe" on the betrayal meant ultimately to preserve the Union, but only by means of its death
and resurrection. Any hoped-for "new birth of freedom" waited upon dreadful judgment, "till every
drop of blood drawn with the lash, shall be paid by another drawn with the sword."
As Lincoln acknowledges, all sides knew from the beginning that slavery "was, somehow, the
cause of the war." He recalls his own consistent policy "that the government claimed no right to do
more than to restrict the territorial enlargement of [slavery]." To save the Union, not to free the
slaves-this had been Lincoln's purpose. Nor is it so perverse as it sounds to contemporary sensibilities. As Jaffa points out, the recent example of Napoleon's militaristic and despotic attempt to
realize the ideals of the French Revolution deeply impressed Lincoln, who saw no solution to the
problem of slavery in despotism. "The evil of slavery lay not only in slavery itself but also in the
temptation to abandon the rule of law in adopting a Caesarian [i.e. dictatorial] solution to the
problem of slavery"ll rather than a constitutional one, the true republican way of the rule of law.
As an economic liberal, moreover, Lincoln believed that slavery was a feudal institution bound
to fade away with other agrarian institutions in the impending capitalist industrial transformation.
This would occur gradually, affording time for the nation to resolve the huge problem that preyed
upon white fears and paralyzed any efforts for more immediate action to dismantle slavery: the
racist dread of emancipated African peoples in the midst of white America. One need only recall
Stephen Douglas' race-baiting demagoguery in the famous debates of 1858 to grasp what paralyzing
effect the specter of liberated and enfranchised former slaves had in the minds of whites, North and
South alike. As a child of his age, Lincoln no doubt shared in these white fears and indulged certain
of these racist sentiments. Yet his commitment to free labor made the theft involved in the slave
system an inescapable offense to his dearest convictions.
So Lincoln's policy was, if I may employ an anachronism, one of "constructive engagement."
Slavery would be undermined by the free market and gradually disappear, he believed, if only the
slave-holding interests were not permitted to change the rules of the game by expanding into the
Western territories and modernizing the mechanisms of the peculiar institution with cotton gins and
new overseas markets in English textile mills. The repeal of the Missouri Compromise and the Dred
Scott decision, however, aroused Lincoln from this bourgeois slumber, undermining his sanguine
confidence in slavery's gradual extinction. Westward expansion and the Supreme Court's protection of slaveholders' rights extending even into free states, he now realized, changed the rules established in the Constitution, creating a house divided that could not stand. Lincoln returned from private life to politics in order to preserve the Union by returning it to the original rules, restricting
slavery to the southern states in the expectation that it would gradually die out. To save the Union
in this way was Lincoln's consistent moral and political purpose.
But, we must ask, does not this purpose of Lincoln already imply an acute criticism of freedom
as it was understood among the children of Jefferson and Jackson? Had they not urged that popular
sovereignty supplants, not merely the divine right of kings, but divine right altogether, allowing the
people to change the rules as they go along, as if sovereign masters of their own destiny? "The earth
belongs to the living!" was their war cry. Freedom means freedom from the moral scruples and religious values of others, freedom to dispose of property as one sees fit. To meet these Jeffersonian
arguments, Lincoln had to out-Jeffersonize, as it were, the opposition, retrieving the message of the
Declaration, not as a sample of common sense naturalism, but as act of covenant-making with abiding
force for the building of a new nation.
In Lincoln's political thinking, the American Republic was founded in a revolutionary act which
repudiated the divine right of kings in favor of popular sovereignty. Government "of the people, by
the people, for the people" had a positive basis in the promise of human equality. But in a world characterized by the sinful propensity of these would-be equals to lord it over one another, popular government had an immediate, albeit negative, warrant as sanction against oppression. No one, in Lincoln's echo of the Christian doctrine of universal sinfulness, is wise enough or good enough to rule
others without their consent-thus far Lincoln's agreement with Jefferson on limited government.
Yet precisely this "nation so conceived and dedicated" was constituted by an act of national union; for
Lincoln the Declaration was above all a covenant pledge, the principle and abiding force of which
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was located in the concluding promise: ·~d for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance
on the protection of divine providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, and
our sacred honor." Lincoln's political thought differs markedly from Jefferson's just here. In the
notion of a covenantal pursuit of the common good in a common culture Lincoln gives an historically
contingent, not a naturally founded account of the community in which free individuals can flourish.
Thus all who have joined the Union since, whether collectively as new states, or individually as
immigrants, own this covenant or mutual pledge, adopt this history as their own and as such become
members of this new national community. The new nation is sustained in this identity by the recital
of the creed embedded in the Declaration: "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal and endowed by their Creator certain, inalienable rights, that among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness." In the living recital of this creed, Americans are and are yet
becoming a more perfect Union, a nation, in Lincoln's words from the Gettysburg Address, "a new
nation conceived in Liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal," a
nation one may say, extending Lincoln's meaning, ever engaged in a great spiritual war, testing
whether "any nation, so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure."
In the epochal crisis of the Civil War, however, Jefferson's deistic appeal to self-evident truths
seen in the natural light of reason had proved unable to establish among the people either the moral
priority of union over secession or the humanity of enslaved Mrican-Americans,l2 Tacitly acknowledging this, Lincoln spoke instead in the Gettysburg Address of the proposition of human equality;
in the Second Inaugural, he moved expressly to theological argument for the proposition in challenging those "who dare to ask a just God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of
other men's faces." The hope expressed in the Gettysburg Address was drawn from the same scriptural vein of God's justice that justifies sinful creatures, so that "this nation, under God, shall have a
new birth of freedom."
This is no innocent choice of words in nineteenth century America. Did not Lincoln here take up
the evangelical metaphor of conversion and transformation, new birth? In that case, his meaning is
not merely that freedom, as previously understood, shall expand quantitatively to include former
slaves. "New birth" would be nothing so meager as mere inclusiveness. Rather the metaphor of new
birth suggests that freedom as it had been understood during the time of slavery had veritably been
crucified in the awful crucible of civil war, died and buried in the tomb of the frustrated purposes of
North and South alike. Now, as from this tomb, a new understanding and practice of freedom had to
arise and come forth in its place.B In the nature of the case, this suggestion cannot be demonstrated.
But the metaphor of new birth provides an explanation for the greatest riddle in understanding the
Second Inaugural, namely, how Lincoln can pass from the devastating thought of the wrath of God in
the war to the prospect of mutual reconciliation and national healing. The notion of new birth provides the bridge. Freedom from malice and freedom for charity emerge as resurrection from the dead.
the program of christian public theology
Sovereignty of the divine Will, covenant, sin and redemption, creed, the proposition or promise
of human equality, a new birth of freedom by death and resurrection-the resonance of the language is manifestly religious and specifically biblical. What can American Christians today make of
this remarkable precedent? Lincoln's Second Inaugural of course has no standing in law; it would
constitute the profoundest misunderstanding to try in some way to legislate its principles. Yet I dare
say that this scriptural re-telling of the American story still makes a claim on us and that so far as it
does, our culture fairly begs for public theology. Christian theology, on the other hand, in undertaking this public task will have to overcome the diffidence, very keenly felt since the 1960s, which
inclines theologians to ghettoize their work in a Christ against Culture stance of undifferentiated
antagonism toward the entire American experience. My esteemed predecessor in the Jordan-Trexler
chair, Robert Benne, has striven courageously against the stream to reject this hopeless flight of the
theologians into the catacombs.14 Let me now speak in a necessarily sketchy but I trust sufficiently
programmatic fashion of my work along these lines in coming years.
By "public theology" I mean a rational discourse, proceeding from the biblical narrative but
oriented to the interpretation of history, which debates, as Lincoln debated within himself and with
others of his time, the providential will of that Creator who is said in our national charter to bestow
the inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. More than a decade ago Richard

John Neuhaus decried our 'naked public square' of mere procedural fairness, proceeding on the
basis of principled agnosticism concerning the common good: the utilitarian and pragmatist vision
of the Deweys, the Rawls and the Rortys and their theological acolytes which has been ascendant
throughout most of the twentieth century. But as Alisdair Macintyre has forcefully argued in After
Virtue (1984}, for any society to cohere as a community through time, it must pursue some vision of
the common good as construed by some narrative or another. For individuals to flourish, to pursue
the good, to embrace destiny, they must belong. Belonging precedes doing; who we are, whose we
are, what narrative informs our conduct of life-these matters of identity, community, and belonging
precede any action that can be meaningfully praised or blamed.
In any functional community therefore, transcendent blessing is invoked in order that members
live in gratitude during seasons of plenty and persevere in seasons of adversity; likewise a viable
community submits to transcendent judgment if it is to be renewed upon failure in the face of its
own most treasured ideals. Aware nonetheless of the sin and limited vision which can be masked in
the most idealistic and religious rhetoric, pursuit of the good in democratic culture takes the form
of a pluralistic contest between the visions of particular narratives, which in the very process of free
debate work against each other as checks and balances.
Christian theology may and must take up its place in this public forum of democratic culture in
the trinitarian confidence that this contest is not fated in advance to be nothing but a win-lose
proposition between rival, imperialistic discourses. Upon analysis from the perspective of Christian
trinitarianism, the visions of particular faiths will frequently disclose surprisingly wide swaths of
common interest, since in fact, as it confesses, we are all created equal and endowed by our one
Creator with those inalienable rights for the final purpose, made known in Christ, of growing into a
community of love, the living Temple of the Spirit. Even in cases of real dispute about final ends,
then, it is a contest about our common good, into which all are welcomed who seek the good of the
city in which they dwell. The objection (really the boogey-man) that public theological argument
about God's purpose will rekindle religious warfare is refuted with the simple proviso, that any
uncivil behavior is proscribed. That matter was settled by the Civil War, 135 years ago! Taking Lincoln's own uncertain orthodoxy seriously as a guide here, Christian theology will construe the field
of public theology broadly as talk about the transcendent basis of the common good ("God's will")
however that is grasped in particular faiths, traditional and otherwise. In democratic culture, it will
undertake free and broad debate about blessing and judgment in a tolerant climate. If Christianity
attains the status of a de facto orthodoxy, it is obligated to be a generous orthodoxy that "walks the
extra mile" to facilitate the variety of active pursuits for the common good. Admittedly this commitment to free debate, while undergirded by particularly Christian notions, leaves America open
to future, even drastic, revisions. That cannot be precluded, and Christian theology, for the sake of
its own integrity in speaking of the Living God who has purposes of his own, may not in bad faith
indulge any alternatives to such real openness. Let freedom reign, in the Jeffersonian confidence
that truth will prevail, if only she is not deprived of her weapons!
For Christian theology that spiritual weapon of truth is the trinitarian account of God's reign,
which allows us to distinguish without separating the general interests of humanity as God's creation and the particular interests of Christ in his body, the church, as co-ordinate yet mutually irreducible purposes of the one God. For this reason, Christian public theology will sharply challenge
the deistic illusion of self-evident truths available to disinterested reason as the normative foundation of the American nation. It will, like Lincoln, point instead to an historically contingent experiment whose sense, if it has an abiding sense, is to be found in its narrative, as that is ever re-appropriated and re-shaped by the ongoing journey of the nation "under God." Lincoln's scriptural and
theistic construction of American history, recall, construes us as a nation, "God's almost chosen
people," no mere confederation of individuals. Christian theology has supreme interests, both general and particular, in upholding this construction. We Americans are not individuals who form a
state, but a nation in which individuals are to govern themselves. On the contemporary scene, which
is characterized by radical and expressive individualism (that is, histrionic Jeffersonianism), perhaps
only Christian trinitarian theology has the resources to construe America as national community
with an as yet unfinished common task.
Free and critical exchange of ideas on the one side, and free exercise of such choices as free and
informed people make on the other, are the substance of popular sovereignty. On such culture
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democratic governance depends for its spiritual sustenance. But this requires supra-rational trust
that in the process truth and goodness will prevail. Trinitarian theology undergirds this faith.
Remove critical and constructive discourse about God from public life, however, and democratic
culture, deprived of that transcendent confidence, will decline into the oppressively familiar cultural war of our own times, that extorts from us the sterile choice between the impassioned dogmatism of the religious right and enlightened hedonism of the Hollywood elite. This is a dead end, for
it in principle can only be resolved by coercion. No one trusts the process. Rational persuasion as a
cultural process is in the general interest, and Christianity in its notion of the world as God's creation, and humanity as God's covenant partner, shares in, as well as sponsors, this general interest.
Yet Christian theology has another and profounder reason to engage in American culture, which
correlates with the final summons of the Second Inaugural. "With malice toward none; with charity
for all; with firmness in the right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work
we are in." The American work is freedom. Not merely the negative freedom from oppression by
others. Certainly that, and never anything less than that, "for no one is wise enough or good enough
to govern another without consent." But consent is itself the product of those cultural processes of
free debate and free exercise. In this cultural process, talk about God in Jesus Christ represents the
final forum (the last judgment ahead of time!) in which consent itself is formed and shaped through
history, as people learn to see themselves in the transcendent perspective of the Almighty who has
purposes of his own, submitting to his judgment and surrendering to his mercy in Jesus Christ. Upon
this forge, a specific hope for the human future is pounded out, that new birth of freedom, revealed
and promised in Christ, as Bonhoeffer titled him, the Man for Others.15 According to Christian
public theology, this freedom of love is the particular, still unfinished work of an "almost chosen
people" on the way to a beloved community where malice is forever banished and charity reigns.
Lincoln ahead of his times
Certainly much has changed since 1865, and the ascendancy of the Deweys, the Rawls and
Rortys in the interim has suggested to many that we modern people must be content with Lincoln's
eloquence rather than his theology. But I submit that Lincoln was far ahead of his times and of those
petty-minded guardians of a barren and increasingly debased national culture. Lincoln passed
through the "fiery brook" (Feuerbach-the play on words is Barth's) of modern critical thought;
naive and idolatrous faith died in that furnace. Lincoln was forever divested of humanocentric illusions and all comfortable platitudes of sentimental religion. The debate about slavery, resolved by
force of arms rather than by reason, disabused Lincoln of the Enlightenment's naive confidence in
natural human powers, not to mention native human goodness. Lincoln realized, in virtually
Lutheran magnitude, that reason could play the whore, selling itself to the highest bidder in the
warfare of competing interests. Neither Darwin, nor Nietzsche, nor Freud could have added much
to the religious doubt which he inflicted on himself with his relentless truthfulness. His loss of
Enlightenment faith in rationally directed progress was total.
Passing through this, if I may say so, "post-modern" ordeal, not only in thought but in life and
experience, Lincoln articulated in his final year fragments of a new and chastened faith, corresponding
to that hoped-for new birth of freedom. In a letter of September 4, 1864 to a Quaker correspondent,
Eliza P. Gurney, Lincoln wrote: "The purposes of the Almighty are perfect, and must prevail, though
we erring mortals may fail to accurately perceive them in advance. We shall yet acknowledge His
wisdom and our own error therein. Meanwhile we must work earnestly in the best light he gives us,
trusting that so working still conduces to the great ends He ordains. Surely He intends some great
good to follow this mighty convulsion, which no mortal could make, and no mortal could stay."16
"We must work, trusting" in some great good. The calculating reason of the utilitarians, among
whom Lincoln once numbered himself, presumes sufficiently to know the consequences of human
action. But Lincoln was undone in this by the providential orderings of the Almighty. Lincoln's "postcritical" theology summons to a different rationality, a rationality of trust, of faith active in love,
attentive to just means, leaving final ends to God "who surely intends some great good." Lincoln's
surprising discovery in the Second Inaugural was that God intended to effect what he himself had
never purposed: the immediate emancipation of the slaves. This would bring the mingling of the
races, a new America that would become the workshop of a global future of human equality and positive freedom. Lincoln's public theology proves to be no eloquent anachronism. In this prophesy he
was by far ahead of his time.
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HANGING IN MY SLEEP
There's a noose
for dying, an unslacked
rope that jacks the last
breath from the one
who cannot walk away.
There's a noose
for waking, too, a fading
snap that pulls the living
rest from the drifter
who cannot lose his way.

Greg Spencer
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The Easy Words
Gary Fincke

L e first and only jeep I ever rode in was painted in dassic camouflage, olive and brown and
green blotches like the ones on uniforms designed to make their wearers feel safer when they're
crouched among bushes and trees. Gene Hodge owned it. He lived in the corner of the school district where the houses were set back from narrow, low-traffic roads at the end of curved, tree-lined
driveways. Nobody over sixteen from those houses rode the bus to school, and Gene Hodge, two
days after he passed his driver's test, hauled the rest of our mile relay team home after practice.
We called him Sergeant Hodge and told him to take us to the front. I sat in the back like all of the
colonels and generals I'd seen in movies, and though either the jeep or Gene Hodge was a little
clumsy, each time the four of us hooted and laughed as we skidded out of a curve I felt the importance of teamwork and camaraderie and the kind of success Gene Hodge's father had achieved to
account for the luxury of providing a new car to each of his three sons on his sixteenth birthday.
Four hours later Don Seaton, who ran the second leg, called about our weeklong Latin assignment. "Gary," he said, "I can't write a whole story in Latin. What does old lady Haas think? It's due
tomorrow, and I have less than half a page."
"Make it simple," I said. "Use all easy words."
"There's no easy words in Latin, Gary. "
I waited for Don Seaton to get around to why he'd called. Mrs. Haas sat us according to the
grade we got on the most recent test. Every three weeks we stood while she handed back the tests in
order from highest to lowest. Seaton hadn't moved out of the last row all year. He didn't want to
hear any advice from me about how I'd filled six pages Monday night and had the story waiting all
week to be turned in on Friday.
"If I pay you," he finally said, "could you write me a story?"
"Pay me?" I was hopeful. Don Seaton lived near Gene Hodge where people were hired at more
than minimum wage to do anything boring or distasteful.
"It wouldn't have to be as good as yours. Jesus Christ, Gary, I'll fail the course. It counts as much
as a test."
"Two dollars a page," I said, picking a number that sounded like a good deal for me. I figured it
would take me about two hours to do the three page minimum. In 1963, near Pittsburgh, three dollars an hour was better than union wage at ARMCO.
"Six dollars," Seaton said, thinking in bare necessities. "That's kind of a holdup."
"I'll make it three and a half pages for six dollars. I'll make sure it looks like you tried to do more
than the requirement."
Seaton said "Deal" so quickly I knew I could have gotten another dollar for the extra half page.
"But nobody knows."
"Nobody." I felt safe. I knew I wasn't telling anybody about my cheating for money, and Don
Seaton had everything to lose by opening his mouth.
The next morning, when I gave him the story all typed and proofread, he was beaming. "Can
you read it?" I said.
"Who cares? It's not an oral report."
"Here's the English," I said. ''A bonus-just in case."
"Sure." He glanced at it, and I worried he'd think a story about a farm boy who falls in love with
a girl from Rome was stupid. "This is really good. How do you come up with this stuff?"
"Money," I said, and he slid six bills into my hand, not bothering to find out that the farm boy
gets jilted for a centurion's son, that he ends up tending sheep and staring at the dark clouds that
sweep toward Rome with all the symbolic might I could muster in a language dead and gone.
We had a tri-meet on Saturday, but Don Seaton, running third for the first time, left too early
and took the baton just outside the zone, and the relay team was disqualified. I saw the red flag go
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up, but I ran my anchor leg hard, making sure we could complain about the official who ruined our
great time with his lousy, nitpicking judgment.
It didn't matter. The afternoon turned out okay. We swept the individual sprints. Hodge won the
440, and I won the 220; and even though our points didn't count, we'd finished 5 yards ahead of the
second-place team in the half-mile relay. Nobody said anything about Seaton's bonehead foul
because Gene Hodge was giving a party, and he'd invited the ten best-looking sophomore girls
according to his weighted rating system of body, face, and mind. "Fifty, forty, ten, and you're in," he
repeated like a presidential candidate.
I didn't disagree with his choices. They were so good I drifted outside for a few minutes to work
on my confidence and a set of opening lines. "Gary," I heard somebody shout, and I saw Al Kirkland, who was the only guy there not running track, waving me toward the end of the driveway
where he stood in the near darkness with Don Seaton. "Check this action out," he said when I got
close. "You and Seaton hang out in the shadows behind these hedges and watch the show."
"What show?" I said.
"He's going to kill himself," Seaton said. "He's going to get run over by a car."
"In your candyass dreams," Kirkland said, but just then we saw a car coming north, and Kirkland sprawled in the southbound lane so convincingly we had to step behind the hedges or look like
killers. The car's lights picked up Kirkland's body, and it slowed, then stopped a hundred feet past
where he lay.
The driver, a woman, opened the door of her late-model Lincoln and stepped out, looking at
Kirkland and then up and down the highway. She took a couple of steps and we waited for Kirkland
to bolt, but he lay as still as any dummy we could have tossed onto the asphalt. The woman acted as
if she hoped another car would come, but after the highway stayed dark for a few more seconds, she
got back in her Lincoln and drove off.
Kirkland jumped up and threw the double finger at the receding car. "You callous bitch," he
shouted at the taillights, but before we could do anything but breathe normally again, a new set of
headlights came north and Kirkland flattened himself once more. This time the lights swept over
him and a silver Chrysler squealed to a stop less than twenty feet from Kirkland, who was up and
running before both doors opened, an old man and woman getting out and staring after him like
Scrooge trying to sort out the significance of an apparition from the not-too-distant future.
Don Seaton said "Jesus Christ," and the two of us backed further into the darkness, working our
way toward Gene Hodge's house and the normal behavior of dancing and trying to lure girls outside. "Kirkland's a real asshole," Seaton said, as we split up and chose girls. I saw Kirkland, looking
back over his shoulder, slip into the house, but I was committed to approaching Joanne Romig, and
I could tell Seaton later that I heartily agreed.
I asked Joanne Romig to dance. Straight out, no small talk. "Lover's Island" was wailing from
Hodge's stereo, and I was so happy being paired up with Joanne I nearly sang the words out loud.
"What's going on?" she said as I took her hand, and just before I said an automatic "Nothing," I
saw that Gene Hodge had opened the front door for the couple from the car. I was doubly happy to
be doing something that made sense. I wanted to be holding Joanne Romig if that guy started
searching the room as if he could identify onlookers with his super-powered night vision.
''Al Kirkland was pretending to be a hit-and-run victim. He laid in one lane so drivers would
panic and stop."
Joanne glanced up, putting her hand on my shoulder. '~d then what?"
'~d then he'd run."
Gene Hodge shook his head, and I heard him say "Nobody's been outside since they got here,"
raising his voice to make sure the idiots would know they'd been covered. The old man looked
past Gene Hodge, but he was squinting like a real-life Mr. Magoo. A few seconds later Hodge
closed the door.
"I was out there watching," I said. "I felt like a moron. It was like hide and seek, something little
kids would do."
"Immature. Al Kirkland should grow up," she said, sounding so encouraging, I told her, before
"Lover's Island" ended how, when I was eleven, I'd hid at my sister's birthday party, thinking all
those thirteen-year-old girls were playing hide-and-seek. I'd dropped down between the rows of
raspberry bushes in our back yard and figured them for not taking the chance of getting scratched to
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look real close. For a while I'd heard them talking to each other in the yard, none of them coming my
way. They'd scattered and drifted away until I didn't hear them anymore, and I was happy for maybe
five minutes because I'd fooled every eighth grade girl my sister had invited. "And then," I finished,
"I knew they weren't looking for me at all."
"Oh Gary, that's so sad," Joanne said. "I didn't even know you when you were eleven."
Joanne moved closer as she said this, and I took it as a good sign. "I'm glad you didn't. I was an
idiot," I said into her hair, nudging her tighter against me, and when she didn't resist I vowed to
myself that I wouldn't even acknowledge AI Kirkland in the hall on Monday. She asked me if I
wanted to go for a walk. Outside, she put her arms around me. "How long did you stay in the berry
bushes?" she said.
''Another ten minutes," I said. "I didn't want to go back inside. I didn't want to see any of those
girls, and I knew I was covered with red stains from the berries I'd laid on .
"Oh Gary," she said again, and I started to lie.
"I just walked around the neighborhood for two hours until I saw cars coming to pick up the
girls. When the porch light went out, I knew the party was over and I used the back door to get
to my room." I barely finished my last sentence. Joanne's breath on my face was telling me that
if I'd written this story in Latin I'd be guaranteed staying in the first seat, first row, on Monday
afternoon.
When I got home my mother was sitting on the couch watching Fright Night Thrillers. "You're
late," she said. "Your father's pulling bread already."
I watched the movie for a minute. "Who's there?" a man shouted into the threatening woods
through which he was walking. He was being stalked, his pursuer shown by wisps of smoke and the
appearance, along the path behind him, of deep footprints. The smoke flew and folded in on itself.
The monster had somehow withdrawn, so I knew the character who'd escaped was the hero.
"He'll be starting sandwich buns in a few minutes," my mother said as a commercial for cheap
furniture began. ''And parkerhouse rolls."
"Three rooms, three-ninety-eight," a lilting voice repeated, reminding us of how cheaply we
could furnish half our house. Pie Traynor, the aging Hall-of-Fame third baseman, appeared, saying
"Who can?" before he pretended to listen closely for the reply: ''Amer-i-can."
He shouted again, standing among an assortment of home appliances. "You're supposed to be
home before he finishes bread," my mother said.
"I had to wait for a ride."
She looked at me closely for a moment and then patted the couch beside her as if she'd decided I
wasn't lying. "Watch the rest of this with me. It's called Curse of the Demon, but it's been going on
for an hour and the demon hasn't shown up yet."
When the movie started again, it seemed to lurch forward as if something had been edited out,
but I knew the villain had slipped an ancient curse-paper into a book the hero was carrying. Whoever had the bad timing of possessing that paper when the demon showed up was going to be slaughtered. It reminded me of how my mother pressed dollar bills into late chapters of books she gave me
until I started checking for them before I read a word.
The last scenes were on a train. There was a switching of papers so that the villain, at just the
wrong moment, held the curse. It fluttered away as he sprawled beside a speeding train. For the first
time the demon materialized, towering over the railroad yard, its mouth huge and fang-filled.
"There's a Satan's helper for you," my mother said as the villain cowered in hopeless terror. "Well,"
she added, "your father's starting sweet rolls and coffee cakes."
For a minute, when Pie Traynor returned to stand forlornly beside a hot-water heater, I thought
she meant to watch The Amazing Colossal Man, the second half of the Fright Night double feature.
By the time that one ended, my father would be frying doughnuts, winding down toward the cake
decorating and custard filling he saved until last. "That colossal man will have to get big without
us," my mother said, snapping off the television. I was glad. I'd seen him grow before. Anything that
got exposed to radiation was always doomed to be enormous and then die.
At practice, on Monday, Gene Hodge shouted "Ghostwriter" as we jogged the lap between our
first and second quarter-mile intervals. Don Seaton, running beside him, drifted back a few steps.
I let Gene Hodge pass me and slowed until Don Seaton had to catch up or else Coach Lodge
would add an extra sprint. "What's that all about?" I said.
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"What?" he said, but then Hodge sang, "Ghostwriters in the sky," sounding like my father imitating Vaughn Monroe.
We were coming up the straightaway. In ten seconds we'd be sprinting again. Seaton had his
head down as if he were worried about stones on the track. "He told me I copied it from a book,
Gary," Seaton said. "He told me that was the only way I could get a seat in the second row." And
then Seaton took off early, sprinting to the front before Coach Lodge's whistle sounded.
In the shower after practice, Don Seaton danced the Mashed Potatoes while Hodge and I sang
"Please, Mr. Postman." He was astonishing, keeping his balance on a floor so slippery with water
and grit from the cinder track that two hurdlers minced their steps and then gave up while Seaton
ground his feet to the rhythm of the Marvelettes. Ten minutes later, half-dressed, he told me Hodge
would stonewall forever. "Count on it," he said, and then he extended his hand. "A goddamned 87.
A B+. Way to go, man. Six bucks is the all-time cheap price for first rate work like that."
Gene Hodge didn't offer to take me home. Seaton jumped in with the two hurdlers, who both
lived in Fox Chapel, all of them wearing their varsity jackets. Three miles from school they slid off
the road, ran up what was left of a highway crew's bank of cinders, and flipped over, the two hurdlers in the back seat thrown clear, Hodge and Seaton pinned underneath, Hodge with a dislocated
shoulder and Seaton killed instantly, his head nearly torn from his body.
An hour later, when I heard, the first thing I thought was "God exists and I am next." The second
thing was I didn't want to go to school the next day, and I needed to convince my mother to vouch
for my illness.
She did more than that. All Tuesday morning, when the phone rang, she said I was too sick to
talk. At noon, when she drove off to work at the bakery, she took the phone off the hook and opened
the door to the room where my father was sleeping so he wouldn't roast in the early-May afternoon
heat. "I know you feel bad about that boy," she said, and I nodded solemnly because I did, though
Don Seaton getting killed struck me with more terror than sorrow.
I lay awake all night, feeling like the world's most selfish asshole. Wednesday morning, when I
got off the bus, I noticed the jeep that belonged to Gene Hodge in the parking lot. I thought I could
do more damage to a jeep with my track spikes and my fists. Gene Hodge, apparently, could drive
with one hand, but then I saw Joanne Romig walking across the lot beside him. She whispered
something to Hodge, who didn't turn, and waited for me while he walked into the school alone.
"Oh Gary," she said at once, "I feel so bad for Gene. He remembers everything from the wreck.
Every little detail."
"Really?" I said, getting in stride beside her.
Just inside the doorway she turned and put her hands on my forearms. "Everything," she said.
"You know what was on the radio when they crashed?"
"No."
"'He's So Fine.' The Chiffons were singing. He's going to remember that forever, Gary."
I waited. I didn't mind her holding onto my arms, and she wasn't saying anything about how
Seaton was talking about how he got a B+ when the car skidded off the road. "God," Joanne said,
"I'm in three classes with Don, and all I did yesterday was keep staring at his empty desks." She
sighed and then looked alarmed, as if she'd noticed an empty space beside me.
"What?" I said.
"All of a sudden I remembered the time I was driving and skidded on ice. It's so scary sometimes
to be driving a car, isn't it? Anything can happen." Joanne seemed to be moving her lips as if she
were sight reading from a cue card she'd conjured on my chest.
And then all I wanted to do was tell Joanne Romig what I'd really done after I knew I was the
idiot those birthday girls had duped. That I'd walked to the back door after ten minutes, acting as if
I'd known all along those girls were using me. That I'd crossed the empty kitchen and strolled down
the hall to my room as if I had never been sprawled among thorns and berries and any number of
busy insects. That I'd opened the first book I saw, lip-read each adverb for how Tom Swift, who
never made a fool of himself, spoke: Brightly. Bravely. Cleverly. That I kept my light on and the
door locked, not putting that book down, until all of those thirteen year-old girls, chattering
cheerily, had gone home and not one of them, before she left, had circled our house to yell, "Ollie,
Ollie, In Free," and mysteriously burst into laughter.
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Disturbing Knowledge
Allison Schuette-Hoffman

I n the d"'k flying ove' the Pacific, I headed towa,ds dawn and home. I had been <heading this
part of the trip, departing from Maui at 10:00 PM, laying over in Los Angeles, arriving in Chicago at
1:00 the next afternoon. The trip out had been technically longer, covering more hours, but psychologically it had nothing on this return. I cannot sleep in planes. If I'm not horizontal, I'm not
sleeping; my body doesn't know how to make exceptions.
While the body is made up of about 60 percent water, it apparently defines itself by the other 40 percent. Water is fluid, flexible, flowing. The body is solid, stationary, and stubborn, like earth. Flying,
therefore, accomplishes a tremendous feat, one which the body resents. In a relatively short amount of
time (Cartesian, not Heideggerean), flying transports the body to a completely new environment. At a
height of 35,000 feet, the world becomes anonymous. What the eyes can see through the small plane
windows doesn't change once the ascent has cleared you of the clouds. It's either blue sky or, if you
close the window to block out the glare of the sun, the plane's cabin. (Of course, if the cloud lining
between you and the earth isn't too thick, you can see first the Great Plains, then the Rockies, and
finally the ocean, but the windows are not made for constant viewing, and even if you risked a painful
crick in the neck, the body's main experience is of the blue sky and not the quickly changing land.)
True, a nine hour drive could also deposit your body in a new environment, but one to which it has
been acclimated slowly. Such subtle change works upon the body as gradually as the minutes. Thus,
when you find yourself climbing the Rockies, you must rack your memory to recall what happened to
the Plains.
Flying, on the other hand, obfuscates the senses so that an arrival after a nine hour flight traumatizes the body. I left behind a lingering winter and walked into a perpetual summer. Green replaced
gray, bloom replaced bud, shorts replaced pants, and sandals shoes. The only things I recognized were
the occasional overcast skies (Kahana, where we stayed, was one part of the island that received rain
almost every other day) and the fast food chains. McDonalds, Burger King, Taco Bell, KFC-Maui had
them all. How ridiculous to get one's bearings in a new environment by McDonalds! How American!
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For most of us, aviation has been around long enough so that our minds do not reject the experience. Science tells us why flying in a large, very heavy object is possible and we believe it. Nevertheless, the body is not so easily comforted. (Those who fear flying do not deserve our disdain.
They just might have a closer body-mind relationship.) As Americans, we have come to live in our
minds so comfortably that we forget how much information ~nd bearing we get through our bodies.
If a body could verbalize the experience, it might sound like an anti-technological, back-to-the-land
fanatic. If God had intended for me to fly, I would have been born with wings. It's not natural.
In the end, the body does find ways to communicate its unhappiness. The whole week I was in
Maui, I didn't get one night of normal sleep. My body was stuck between its memory of 7 in the
morning and the reality of the sunrise in Maui. Often it compromised: 5 am Maui time, 9 am Central. It wasn't until I returned to Indiana that my body reversed its confusion and I slept twelve
hours instead of five.
While in Maui, I put my body through a new "unnatural" experience-snorkeling. Having
grown up in the landlocked Midwest, I first balked at the idea. My few experiences of the Atlantic
and Pacific had taught me great respect for oceans, the kind of respect which is mixed with fear (the
beginning of all wisdom). However, my companions were so excited and encouraging I decided I
shouldn't miss the opportunity. So I prayed to the ocean, Be kind, and in my fins eased backward
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into the water. Anne had given me the good advice of sitting in the shallows to practice putting my
face down and breathing from my mouth. At first, the overpowering memory of the body kicked
in-I held my breath and shut my eyes. After I realized what I was doing, I opened my eyes and tried
breathing, but it was too strange and I panicked. Throwing my head out of the water, I forgot I
couldn't breathe through my nose because of the mask and I panicked again. I'm sure I presented a
strange sight tearing off my mask and spitting out the snorkel. (Then again, maybe I provided people
with nostalgia for their first time out.)
Once I'd calmed down, I backed up. First, I simply practiced breathing through the tube. Then,
I slowly put my face to the water, eyes open, again. The second time I did better, although my
breathing remained shallow and quick. Misha, good soul, stayed with me the whole time, and eventually I was ready to head for deeper water. It took awhile for my body to adjust to this strange
rhythm, but by the end of our expedition, I was ready to go again.
The world underwater made it worthwhile. I feel at a loss to explain it. Perhaps because there is
no other human experience to which I can appeal. If you've been to a large aquarium, that's a start.
The glass, however, seals you outside the true wonder of snorkeling. It's belonging to the watery
world that's awesome. The fish responded to my presence. They darted away from my fingers. The
difference between snorkeling and an aquarium is the difference between being in Maui and someone
seeing your pictures. Snorkeling, I was in the beauty.
I don't believe there's anything wrong with these "unnatural" experiences. They can be startling enough to open eyes and ears, jarring enough to give us something we need. The dislocation of
the body returns us to our minds in a new way.
The beauty of the ocean which I saw was most amazing because it was gratuitous. The rainbow
fish, the one with the yellow stripes or the luminescent green circles at its tail were not putting on
their makeup for anyone or any reason. Their beauty existed just because, because nature takes joy
in itself. Beauty for itself, not for a buck or for decor or for self-expression, needs to be remembered. We locate that memory when we feel ourselves as feral as the wild places we visit. Wendell
Berry wrote about belonging to this order of nature in his poem, "Healing." The made order must
seek the given order, and find its place in it. I entered the ocean not as a creator, but as a creature.
Without knowing it, I was beautiful, too.
Flying at night up among the stars, I didn't get the sense that I belonged to the universe, rather
I felt small and vulnerable. As uncomfortable as this feels, it too is beauty, for beauty is as terrible as
it is awesome. If it's gratuitous, so are we, an accident thrown up into being by pleasure, but also by
chance. Flying moves the body so quickly we are separated from the gradual nature of time and
shown speed, difference and change. We touch fleetingly and only unconsciously on our own mortality. (No consciousness except a shaman's can handle such stark knowledge.) But our body knows
and remembers, so it tosses and turns and keeps us awake at night or awakens us too early.
At home again, returning to routine and the everyday, we lose sight of beauty's wonder and
terror. Sleep returns us to comfort. Yet there are dreams, which occasionally remind us of that disturbing knowledge: we are transient, disappearing beauty; we are flesh.
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This piece was written in the Spring of 2001, and therefore, before the tragedy of September 11.
For many of us flying has, since then, taken on a new anxiety, or at the very least, a new association. It was often said in the immediate wake of the attacks that Americans would never feel safe
again. I don't agree. We caught sight collectively of our fragility (not through beauty this time but
through tragedy); we were forced in pain to see our mortality. Even so, we will see the rest again. We
will know wonder and joy as well. Life is too big to be reduced by anyone or any organization to
tragedy alone. Perhaps beauty, in both the made and given orders, can be the occasion for remembering the whole of life and for healing. a. s-h.
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GREAT ONES AND THE WORLD COLLUDE
1.
Feel the summer shore of Maine,
you'll vacation only there.
It is rare books and lobster rolls,

Wyeth's dark simplicity,
sailboats blowing through the bays,

2.
quiet as if
the forties had returned,
freeways, crowds disappeared.
You read the morning news
to scones and soft-boiled eggs,

3.
while little crabs busy themselves
along your shore, sweet with seaweed
and death. Time passes
like a priest blessing you
or a pile of seashore books.

4.
So gentle, days of nothingness,
browse and snooze,
beach walks in morning fog.
Soundless, the wood sailboats
fit themselves to the sea.

5.
You don't come back, next year,
ever. Too many places, too
much time, too many shapes.
You must work, grow old,
before you let yourself grow free.

Bill Buege

crossing the chasm
Frederick A. Niedner, Jr.

There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and who feasted sumptuously every day.
And at his gate lay a poor man named Lazarus, covered with sores, who longed to satisfy his hunger with
what fell from the rich man's table; even the dogs would come and lick his sores. The poor man died and
was carried away by the angels to be with Abraham. The rich man also died and was buried. In Hades,
where he was being tormented, he looked up and saw Abraham far away with Lazarus by his side. He
called out, "Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his finger in water
and cool my tongue; for I am in agony in these flames." But Abraham said, "Child, remember that
during your lifetime you received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner evil things; but now he is
comforted here, and you are in agony. Besides all this, between you and us a great chasm has been fixed,
so that those who might want to pass from here to you cannot do so, and no one can cross from there to
us. " He said, "Then, father, I beg you to send him to my father's house-for I have five brothers-that he
may warn them, so that they will not also come into this place of torment." Abraham replied, "They
have Moses and the prophets; they should listen to them." He said, "No, father Abraham; but if someone
goes to them from the dead, they will repent." He said to him, "If they do not listen to Moses and the
prophets, neither will they be convinced even if someone rises from the dead."
Luke 16:19-31

S

urely poor Lazarus had considered other places where he might have lived out his days besides
this particular doorstep. It wouldn't have made much sense to lie down outside the home of another
poor person. No crumbs or leftovers would come his way there. Perhaps he'd plunked down his
broken body with its oozing sores outside other rich folks' homes, only to be chased away by servants and managers who wouldn't allow their masters' property to be cluttered by such human trash.
So this doorstep wasn't so bad. Lazarus "longed to satisfy himself with the pieces that fell from
the rich man's table," and he succeeded at keeping body and soul together there. Scraps from the
rich man's sumptuous meals made their way out to the gate, and Lazarus ate. Now and then, perhaps, a little wine as well. Indeed, there was enough food to keep the dogs coming around, the ones
who licked on Lazarus' sores for their dessert.
Lazarus couldn't hold a job. He was too weak to dig. He had swallowed his pride, and now he
begged. Maybe this was the best he could do. Most likely the rich man felt all right about this relationship, too-a kind of symbiosis, he might have called it. Let the poor man eat what would spoil
by tomorrow anyway. Why waste these perfectly good leftovers, or feed them straight to the dogs?
No, that poor fellow at the gate may have them. That's the generous thing to do. It's only human.
Ah, but then comes the great reversal. You've heard this story a hundred times, but you knew
what was coming the first time you ever heard it, didn't you? This is how these kinds of stories
work. Death, that great leveler, the equal-opportunity visitor who comes once to everybody-rich
man, poor man, beggar man, thief-arrives to change the scene.
Exactly how the poor man ended up in Abraham's bosom, occupying a place of honor at the
Great Banquet, we can't determine. Perhaps he was an orthodox beggar, despite keeping table fellowship with dogs-a critter on the list of unclean beasts. Most likely, however, he didn't earn his
way there. Mercy, one way or another, had put him there.
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Our rich friend, of course, now finds himself on the outside. The gulf, that yawning chasm
between him and the poor man is wider now than ever. No table scraps come across from the banquet, no leftover wine. The rich man would give anything for one sip of water. He, too, has now
swallowed his pride. We hear him beg. "Father Abraham, send Lazarus over with a single drop of
water for my parched tongue. Please?"
We can tell he was shocked to find himself treated this way despite his generosity with crumbs
and leftovers. He knows his brothers will be similarly startled, because they're living out the earlier
scenes in the same play, he now realizes, and he's still a generous enough soul to try having word
sent to them, lest they end up like him. "Warnings don't work," comes the response from Father
Abraham. "They hear plenty of them in the ancient scriptures, and even if we sent somebody back
from the dead, such a one is just as easily ignored."
Warnings, huh? The rich man knew his Bible, no doubt, including that passage about how the
Lord helps those who help themselves. He knew the commandments. He kept the laws of purity
and observed the festivals. And yes, he'd seen that warning in Amos we ourselves heard earlier...
Woe to those who are at ease in Zion,
and those who feel secure on Mount Samaria,
Woe to those who lie on beds of ivory,
and lounge on their couches,
who eat fine food all day long,
and like David, flip through the CD's on their changers with a remote control. ..

Or something like that. That's why he'd always made sure something got sent out to Lazarus.
You can't blame him for not reading the New Testament, of course, since he's only a guy in a
parable inside that very book. But had he known the words of Jesus, he might have acted on the
words a couple chapters earlier than his own story in Luke's gospel, the one where Jesus said,
"When you give a luncheon or a dinner, do not invite your friends or your brothers or your relatives or rich neighbors, in case they may invite you in return, and you would be repaid. But when you
give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, and the blind. And you will be blessed, because
they cannot repay you, for you will be repaid at the resurrection of the righteous" (Luke 14:12-14}.
Or he might have read those words from the letter to Timothy we heard today. They're better
read from an older translation, however, and best heard in the place where we most often hear
them. They open the graveside committal service for burial of the dead in the little black book the
pastor carries: "We brought nothing into the world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out."
(Which, being interpreted, means that you rarely see a hearse pulling aU-haul trailer.)
Those who want to be rich fall into temptation and are trapped by many senseless and harmful
desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is the root of all evil,
and in their eagerness to be rich some have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves
with many pains (1 Timothy 6:7-10). Too bad our rich companion didn't get to read or hear these
things; but then, he's only a man in a parable. That, however, makes him one of us, so we had better
listen to these warnings. We live in this story, and in several ways.
Among them is the larger scene, the world of great gulfs and chasms that seem wider than ever
these days, never to be crossed or bridged. I once read that the average American city discards as
garbage enough food to feed a European city of the same size for the same time period. And a European city discards an amount sufficient to feed an Asian or African population of the same size. I
remember thinking of that when my children came home from school on September 11th. They'd
been watching the day's events on television monitors at school. The big question at supper that
night was, "Why would anyone hate us that much?"
Individual versions of this tale include us, too. In all the places where you live and work-residence halls, apartments, homes, classrooms, and offices-poor ones lie at your gates who don't
have the riches of acceptance, popularity, strength, intelligence, good looks, or plain good luck that
you have. Some of them would give anything to sit at your table, but they could never pay you back.
So they rarely ask. They simply wait outside for crumbs, along with the dogs, looking and smelling
like they always do. Sooner or later, the equal-opportunity visitor will come to our houses, too. And
when death comes, the gulfs and chasms that divide this world become immeasurable. Then we dis-
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cover for ourselves that the rich man was poor all along, even before he died. The poverty came
from giving his heart to the wrong lover. He gave his heart to his wealth, to his good looks, his popularity, his sound health. He gave all he had to his investments, his 401k, his health insurance, his
security system. He trusted them to see him through everything he might ever face. He trusted them
to make his life worth living, to give him meaning and a reason to get up in the morning. And surely
they would keep him from ever ending up like Lazarus.
But now he finds himself jilted. As Father Abraham says, "You had yours. Now it has up and left
you. You have none to comfort you." (I must tell you the Greek for that word "comfort." It's paraklesis. Paraclete. The Comforter.) "Lazarus has one. You don't, because you never needed one. You
gave your heart instead to things that protected you from being like Lazarus. You could have had a
friend in Lazarus; but no, you so feared being like him, you gave everything to keep some distance
between you. And now the gulf is fixed. You can't go across."
By now the Lutherans among you must be asking, where is the good news in this story? Can we
at least heed the warnings and avoid the same fate as our rich brother? No. You and I won't heed
warnings any more effectively than our rich brother. We won't listen to Amos or Jesus or take the
First Epistle of Timothy to heart. There's only one way to learn this lesson. We have to die. We have
to be alone. We have to lie outside the gates with only crumbs at best for supper and dogs to lick our
wounds clean. We have to know the thirst of Hades. And that's both good news and bad.
Some of you have been there. Dressed up and sitting quietly here this morning it's hard to tell
which ones, but some of you have. Indeed, I have seen some of you when you were there. And just
in case you have forgotten, you have all died in your baptism, drowned in that flood, with all your
wealth and all your strength and intellect and good looks washed away like so much soggy cardboard. Up from those waters you have risen, a new person, with a heart of flesh just like Lazarus'
heart, with breath in you that comes from the Holy Breath, the Holy Spirit, the Paraclete.
When you die it's hard to tell at first which side of the gulf you're on-the side of torment, or
the side which gently rocks your soul in the bosom of Abraham. So here is more good news. The
chasm is fixed, to be sure, and no one can go across. Except for one lonely figure. The storyteller.
The one who spins this parable and shows us the vastness of the chasm, was, even as he spoke, on
his way across. He'd set his face toward Jerusalem, and he wouldn't be turned back. He wasn't
seeking the middle of the holy city and its banquet tables. No, he headed for a place just outside the
gates. There he would face the lonely isolation of Lazarus. On the cross, as dogs waited below for
his blood, he would know the torment of all who suffer, all who beg, all who have none to comfort
them. In his grave he would know the cold emptiness that chills us even to think about. "He
descended to hell," we say in our creed. Yes, he even went to sit with that rich man, and with all of
us who are sisters and brothers of that sorry soul who gave his heart to stuff and to credentials and
to winning scorecards of various kinds.
This place we gather this morning, by the way, is Hades, in case you hadn't noticed. This is the
gate where beggars lie down. But the poor man from Nazareth has come for us. He has crossed the
chasm. He's calling for you, and you, and you, and me. He doesn't look like much, what with all
those scabs, wrecked feet, and blood oozing from his hands. "Come," he says. "Here is bread for
your hunger, wine for your soul. This is my place, here among the broken, the lonely, the dying.
This is my table. Take. Eat. And from the deep well of friendship and forgiveness in this place, drink
to your heart's content." And as always, there are leftovers. You may take them with you if you like,
to feed others out there wherever it is that you go. Please do take some. But remember, there really
is room in here for everybody.
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endings

Jennifer Voigt
If you watched the Academy Awards presentation this spring, you learned, among other things,
that Mikhail Gorbachev's favorite movie is "Gone
With the Wmd." A perplexing choice at first: just
why "Gone With the Wind" would be a communist honcho's favorite flick eluded me. He was not
given a chance to elaborate, as this insight into his
film aesthetics was only one hundredth of a part
of the Erroll Morris film that opened the awards
show. But then, if you read the previous week's
issue of The New Yorker, in which Morris' interview of the former Soviet leader is reported in
"The Talk of the Town," you get a bit more: for
Gorbachev, "Gone With the Wind" is the People's
Movie. At the time Gorbachev made this revelation, I had not seen "Gone With the Wind" in ten
years. It was, in my mind, a movie about privileged slave owners regretting emancipation.
Worse yet, it fosters a misguided nostalgia for a
lost civilization, one that depended on human
slavery both to uphold its economy and its class
structure. Perhaps Gorbachev viewed it through a
lens crafted by Georg Lukacs. I knew that it and
the novel on which it was based perpetuated the
New South's vision of itself and its beginnings in a
way that Lukacs would appreciate. I know this
because on my honeymoon in New Orleans I visited Oak Alley, the Mississippi River plantation,
at which one could, if one desired, put on an antebellum-themed wedding. The couples in the
brochures looked suspiciously like Scarlett and
Rhett. I know this also because I bought a cookbook called "Gone With the Fat" in the outdoor
market in the French Quarter. The South has
adopted Scarlett O'Hara as its metaphor: it sees
itself as a beautiful and charming but strong-willed
lady who spits in the face of those who would victimize her, swearing, as Scarlett does, root vegetable in hand, that "they're not going to lick me."
Obviously, the People will not be daunted by less
than tasteful weddings and rich foods, either.

"Gone With the Wind" was my favorite
movie when I was ten years old. I first saw it on a
network television broadcast and fell in love with
Scarlett's dresses. I still remembered my early
childhood in Mobile, Alabama, where every
spring high school girls would dress in antebellum costumes in their official capacity as
Azalea Trail Maids. I saw them as we drove down
Dauphin Street one day, planted in the median
among the azaleas, waving in a serene, ladylike
way to passers-by. The dresses suggested a hyperreal femininity that only storybook princesses
like Cinderella (my personal heroine at the time)
represented. Appointment as an Azalea Trail
Maid brought being a princess (my personal goal
when I was three) within easy reach. And what
better occupation than to sit in the middle of
Dauphin Street and be admired by all? (It was the
mid-70s; needless to say all of the Maids were
white, though I understand now that there are
Mrican American Maids). By the time I was three
years old the South's story about itself had captured me, and I began to eagerly await the day
that I, too, would be a teenager and an Azalea
Trail Maid. Shortly thereafter, my family moved
to Colorado, where azaleas wither in the cold
and there is no such thing as Mardi Gras. Scarlett
as she was until the lie-steal-cheat-or-kill scene
replaced Cinderella in my list of Great Women.
A few weeks after the Oscars, I showed the
part of "Gone With the Wind" up to the lie-stealcheat-or-kill scene to my American Literature
class as part of a unit on the Civil War. In Colorado, especially at Lincoln High School, "the
south" means Ciudad Juarez, and I wanted my
students to appreciate the fact that the South is
really a whole other country historically as well
as in spirit. They were enraptured. Senior boys
who had long since grown out of their desks sat
with their mouths agape during the Atlanta hospital scenes. Students with the seen-it-all
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approach to curiosity typical of adolescents
gasped during the crane shot that backs slowly
away from Scarlett as she picks her way through
the endless file of dead and dying soldiers. They
wanted to know why I wasn't going to show the
rest of the film. "Because it's two more hours
and we actually have to read something in here.
You can rent it and watch it at home," I said.
What I wanted to say is that it would drag for
you. You'd find it boring, because I did when I
was your age. To appreciate it, you have to grow
a grown person's heart, as Rhett always wanted
Scarlett to do.
My friend Jim first saw "Gone with the
Wind" when he was seventeen. He watched it
with the woman who would eventually become
his wife, and he hated it for Scarlett's last lines,
and especially for what he perceived as a critical
lack of irony (a crucial component of anything
when you're an adolescent). In the intervening
twenty-five years, he has seen the movie more
times than he can count. Because tomorrow is
another day, the Denver Center Cinema, at
which he worked for many years, used to show
the movie each New Year's Day. Jim's opinion
has changed. He now compares it with Mahler's
Tragic Symphony: it is something you can barely
stand to sit through, it moves you so. It resonates
in every aspect of your life-every human fault
you possess, every small challenge you have ever
failed is reflected in this film. "It is a movie to
measure your life by," he said to me when I told
him I'd been watching it recently.
I know that Jim is entirely right. I watched
"Gone With the Wind" for the first time as a
grown woman last month and I was utterly devastated. What I had never realized is that the
Civil War is simply set design for a film about a
couple who are well suited for each other but
who cannot make the necessary sacrifices of
vanity required for a stable marriage. Indeed,
you could read the whole film as being about
marriage. It is about the dark side of marriage,
actually. It is about the white lies, the tiny
betrayals, the minor infidelities, the words you
say that settle and burrow into your spouse's
heart. It is also about the feeling you have when
you have made those words burrow-that tiny,
vain feeling of triumph when you succeed in
hurting him. It is about loss-the things you lose
unwittingly, and the things you wittingly give up.
"Gone With the Wind" begins with Scarlett
losing one man and ends with her losing another.
This is all the more remarkable because "Gone
With the Wind" is the iiberhollywood film, from
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its use of African-Americans as comic relief, to
the explosions and destruction of the burning of
Atlanta scene, it seems to single-handedly codify
every Hollywood convention there is. So why
wasn't the ending rewritten, like the endings of
so many other novels made into films? Even
more disturbing is the fact that, taken in context
with the rest of the film, the ending is unbelievably dark and dreadful, like one of Bonnie Blue
Butler's dreams-despite tomorrow dawning on
the horizon of our heroine's life. In a few short
scenes, she has lost her child, her lifelong friend,
the illusion of love she harbored for Ashley, and
her husband. Even the set and costume design
mirror the destruction wrought in Scarlett's personal life. Dressed in mourning clothes, she
could no longer pull off the virginal white
flounces that she wore at the beginning of the
film. The Butlers' home resembles a morgue in
the final scenes, and the lighting does little to
alleviate the darkness in which Scarlett and
Rhett now live. From the beginning of the film
there is a noirish tendency to film the actors
against a background of shuttered windows. You
see it when Ashley and Melanie allude to the
times in which they will be starting their marriage, during Melanie's lying in, and when Rhett
proposes marriage to Scarlett. These shots
increase over the course of the picture and we
see the same blinded windows in Rhett's room
just before he leaves Scarlett for good. These are
trapped, desperate, and fated people, and it is
no coincidence that director Victor Fleming
chose the conventions of film noir to suggest just
how claustrophobic and desperate a failing marriage can feel.
Lest destiny be blamed for the death of marriages, "Gone With the Wind" finds cruelty
hiding not far behind love in these noirish
shadows. If one of "Gone With the Wind's" most
famous shots is of Rhett carrying a struggling
Scarlett up the stairs of their home to have his
way with her, we fail to remember that the scene
it ends is one of unimaginable psychological and
physical cruelty. In it, Rhett threatens to tear
Scarlett "to pieces," or crush her skull between
his hands. This exchange between husband and
wife is one of the most finely acted scenes in the
movie. Vivian Leigh wears the look of a caged
animal; Clark Gable wears the expression of
hunter ready to destroy his prey. Scarlett's
behavior of the next morning-singing, happy,
certainly sexually fulfilled-is a confirmation
that her marriage is a sado-masochistic game,
one which neither party wants to play, but one

which they cannot get out of-like bridge night
with the church ladies. It is a game governed by
rules that require its participants to play with and
against each other and each partner to deflect the
other's attempts at reconciliation or tenderness.
The conversation between Rhett and Scarlett
about her second pregnancy is proof of the
willful miscommunication required to sustain
such play. Scarlett, obviously happy to be pregnant and to have Rhett back, nevertheless snaps
back-and perhaps rightly-when her husband
baits her with the suggestion that she has been
unfaithful. She immediately tells one of those lies
that has sustained their relationship at least since
their engagement, when both of them swear they
have no love for each other; she tells him she
does not want his child. Here the film gives us
textbook narrative bracketing. Her pregnancy is
a result of Rhett carrying her up the stairs, and
now her miscarriage is a result of his pushing her
down. There is no hope for this marriage.
No marriage in this movie is a model of grace
and beauty. The O'Haras, who call each other
"Mr. and Mrs.," have one of those marriages
that you think your parents have if you really
don't think about it too much. When Mr.
O'Hara reveals the secret to a healthy marriage,
you think the movie is going to go along with his
wisdom. He tells Scarlett that it matters not
whom she marries, "so long as he's a southerner
and thinks like you." The film pairs its lovers off
accordingly, but refuses to allow O'Hara's to be
the last word. All of Scarlett's marriages are disasters, not least the marriage for which she and
her partner are most suited. Even Ashley and
Melanie, who marry because they are cousins
and "understand each other" are only as strong
as the cracks in Ashley's moral fortitude. Ashley
Wilkes, paragon of manly virtue, southern gentlemanliness, and marital fidelity nevertheless
leads Scarlett along for years. The film itself casts
judgment on him during the scene set at his own
birthday party. Atlanta society has come to the
party to condemn Scarlett for her scandalous
behavior but the camera finally settles on
Ashley's culpability. When his wife, with complete knowledge that he has been caught
embracing Scarlett two scenes before, asks him
to get Scarlett a glass of punch, you realize that
Melanie's celebrated manners are not just a
reflection of her goodness, but a way of putting
a good face on her marriage in public.

Scarlett the temptress is literally no longer in
the picture. She has been obscured by a musician, who begins to play "For He's a Jolly Good
Fellow" as we watch Ashley squirm. "Gone With
the Wind" is dead on when it comes to those
moments in marriage when you realize that you
have made one too many mistakes. In one scene
Melanie tells Rhett that "children are life
renewing itself," and in the very next, Bonnie's
neck is broken. The marriage has taken on a life
of its own, propelled by some force set into
motion years before, only to reap tragic results
later on. There are those shots of Scarlett and
Rhett, helpless to make their daughter obey
them and Scarlett remembering her own father's
death as she realizes, too late, what fate will
befall her little girl. It is like a marriage that has
gone out of control. You stand there with your
spouse, no longer participants in your own lives,
and you are forced to watch the inevitable as it
unfolds. Is there a scene in all of film that
describes the death of a marriage so truthfully?
Perhaps Mikhail Gorbachev is right, regardless of Lukacs. This is a movie of the people.
Moreover, it is a quintessentially American film,
and-sorry, Mikhail-a capitalist film, despite
its being about people who do not want to be
American. This is why it resonates with my sixteen and seventeen-year-old students-immigrants most of them, who feel ambiguous about
being in the United States to begin with, but who
have had to leave their lives and civilization
behind and cannot go home again. Any Russian
who survived to the twenty-first century would
understand it, too. The post WWII Germany
loved "Gone With the Wind," both novel and
movie, and the Germans even have a word in
their language inspired by it. Oharaerlebnis
means "the O'Hara experience," or "to build
oneself back from total ruin." Total ruin is of
course what you feel at the end of your marriage,
when you and your spouse have told each other
that you no longer give a damn and you wonder,
as Scarlett does, where you will end up and what
you will end up doing. It is then, in a sense, a
movie for all people who have to build themselves back from personal devastation in the
tomorrows ahead of us, like Russia after the
Soviet Union, Germany after its wars, immigrants in America, and the South during Reconstruction. For after a divorce, you have lost the
tiny civilization that was the two of you. f
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In the retrospective of the last half of the media experience and habits of common talk.
twentieth century, we are aware of the Orators have always had to adapt speech to
astounding fact that unintended consequences audience, so now they must cater to people used
and serendipitous outcomes are woven into to short, quick, and emotive messages. The
what used to be called "the loom of history." In obvious example is advertising: ads of almost
2002, the fabric of the past half-century seems a every description-even magazine ads-tend to
bit frayed, but the vibrant and bright strands of immediacy and wisecrackery. Similarly, newsthe past have given it new colors and patterns. a form of communication rooted in gossip-disWhether we cherish, revitalize or seek to avoid plays brevity and wit but not much soul. Perthe past, it is there. The loom-and-fabric haps media analysts have always had it wrong:
metaphor should remind us that history is in the media do not distort the news, the news dissome sense cumulative; the vitality of innova- torts the media. Media communicators are
tion may abate, and new events and enthusiasms telling popular tales tinged in prurient interest,
emerge, but threads are added and new patterns so news reporters become creatures of the kinds
of folklore they are telling and when and to
sown into something irrevocable.
Those new patterns are the subject of the stu- whom they are telling them, at the moment beldent of popular culture, as are the ways in which licose and shrill tales of tribal revenge and blood
the threads of popular experience have changed simple warfare.
The habit of slick and quick oratory gives
the way we live. The only qualification I have for
such reflection 'is that I've been there, but after impetus to those who are glib, to people who are
much inquiry into popular history and culture, it either smooth talkers (such as talk show hosts)
is likely time for some intrepid and heuristic or command a machinery that whips out
assertions. In the vast miasma of popular experi- "responses" telegraphing their immediate "take"
ence, these are educated guesses as to what's on something unfolding. The White House,
happening, these are only guesses, but they are especially since Reagan, has been adept at this
educated guesses. They are motivated by the glib art; it is true that George W. Bush may be
question: what hath popular culture in its hopelessly unglib-listen when he tries to
broadest sense wrought? (Or at least was a force extemporize or tell a joke-but he is surrounded
in making our present and future what they are; by expert glibbers charged with "getting our
message out." Glibness may work in popular arts
history itself is, as always, unfathomable.)
My own broad guess is simple enough. Pop- such as politics, news, and salesmanship, but it
ular culture has been important in changing the robs those forms of talk of any hint of depth or
ways we communicate, and the popular expec- thoughtfulness and certainly ambivalence or
tations which flow from those ways. Popular self-doubt. The practice of glibness seems to
communication takes many shapes but here we require a display of cocky overconfidence,
may illustrate by reference to modes of expres- speech unsullied by the dregs of thought and the
sion-oratory, literacy, cineliteracy, and limits of personal knowledge. Oratorical glibnumeracy (the orate, literate, cinemate, and ness is a puerile mode of expression, related to
numerate}. Let us begin with public oratory, the stand-up comedy in the sense of an effort to
contemporary patterns of speech. The "art of evoke immediate reactions on the basis of onepublic speaking" still retains many traditional liners, be they the aphoristic bravado of presiconventions, but has been much altered by pop- dential address or the smirky wisecracks of a
ular expectations, shaped by our extensive comic monologue or radio talk show host.
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Rhetoric is often condemned as "just talk."
Oratorical styles may be cute or funny or impressive, but they are not just talk: speech has consequences, and glib talk thoughtlessly blurted out
can do irreparable harm. A good example is tough
talk, emanating from what social critic Jay Rosen
calls "the cult of toughness." People in power tell
us they have to be tough; sympathetic therapy is
replaced by the often brutal measures of "tough
love;" pundits try to outdo each other in their
shouted willingness to fight to the last drop of
somebody else's blood; and news celebrities
abandon norms of objectivity to celebrate military operations as beautiful news theater (casualties and carnage discretely kept off camera by Pentagon censors). The triumph of the glib excludes
any consideration of the obvious: talking tough
means acting tough, and bullying tactics lead to
violence and counter-violence. It seems to be
beyond the speaking heads of Israel and Palestine
to figure out the futility of toughness. Its rhetoric
likely becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: if we
define the world as a place full of hostile people
who must be bullied (i.e., "the only language they
understand is the language of force"), then that is
what it becomes, since "they" respond in kind,
and the endlessly intractable cycle of pain continues. The purveyors of tough talk may well have
popular expectations in mind-especially male
ones-since such rhetorical bravery belies an
unspoken fear of appearing weak and impotent,
sexually and socially. Tough talk is cheap, but we
pay a high price for it. There is something decidedly schoolboyish about tough talk: boiled down,
it is always at the level of a schoolyard scrape of
the ''Ain't so/Is too"/"1 double dare you"/"You
started it" variety. At the moment, we may expect
to live with the consequences of political tough
talk for a very long time.
Secondly, popular culture has shaped our
expectations and habits of literacy. It is not only
that reading and writing have been transformed;
they have in some measure been devalued. The
alliterate culture favors simple and accessible
written messages, packets of information quickly
scanned, all quite disposable and unmemorable.
We may recall that the "print culture" of modernity was rooted in books-ledgers and records,
laws and regulations, libraries and collections
that treasured the heritage of print. (Bibliophiles
are all too familiar with the extent to which
libraries are divesting themselves of books.) The
Internet is only the latest gimmick to help undermine reading and writing: e-mail is largely telegraphic, and discontinues the great tradition of
letter writing; we may doubt if any collections

of e-mail correspondence will be worth compiling in the future (as, say, the letters of Jefferson or G.B. Shaw).
The greatest blow to literacy, to the love and
care of books and good writing, is probably the
pervasive anti-intellectualism which seems to
characterize the contemporary world. It is true
that TV and Netsurfing and other "dumbing
down" aspects of popular activity have contributed to the eclipse of the book, but the
problem is deeper. Anti-intellectualism fears
critical thought and creative expression, but successfully combats such an insidious force
through the cultivation of the principle of ignorance as knowledge. From this point of view,
books are fine as long as we don't learn anything
from them. Everything from textbooks to bestsellers to self-help to "classics" is deemed worthwhile on either utilitarian or diversionary
grounds, but is devoid of intrinsic worth. One
can, it is argued, go bananas in the sea of knowledge if you don't stick to a few reading items that
can help you out or amuse you. Specialized
knowledge has to be left to experts, since laypersons are hopelessly out of their depth; we are
then stuck in a state of ignorance, and can only
find glimmers of the sort of knowledge that
helps career, marriage, or social relations.
Politicians are fond of promoting "reading,"
which perpetuates the ignorance of studying for
tests that demonstrate to voters data that prove,
in a famous phrase, "the children is learning."
Officious and philistine educational systems do
not promote literacy, which is not the same thing:
reading helps people with computer screens and
income tax forms; literacy makes them think
about their lives and life in society, even life on
the planet. A society of critical thinkers-of, God
forbid, "intellectuals"-would be disruptive to
the existing ways things are done and to who gets
what. We may wonder if the "critical thinking"
movement a few years ago failed for this reason,
or whether critical thought was simply too much
for students or faculty to handle. A key component of ignorance is the avoidance of suspended
judgment, so critical reading and reflection may
be suspect for institutions committed to the perpetuation of the higher ignorance.
Thirdly, we are all familiar with the power of
the visual, the "cinemate," in the shaping of popular expectations. For many people, pictures
have replaced words in their "scanning" of their
media environment. There is now an odd sense
in which we are upset with sudden events and
upheavals, but do not find them unfamiliar or
unprecedented in our visual experience. Susan

Sontag wrote once of "the imagination of disaster," the extent to which Cold War era sci-fi
and horror movies gave visual force to the widespread anticipation of very real and fearsome
potentials-nuclear war, communist dehumanization, the revenge of nature. The events of
"9/11," then, came as a shock but no surprise:
we had seen it all up on the big screenexploding skyscrapers, assaults on impregnable
structures, surprise attacks, airplanes seized by
terrorists, even the implication that we were
being punished (as eminent divines such as the
reliably indecent Jerry Falwell lamented) for our
sins. Hollywood was way ahead of reality,
although the present and its aftermath may put a
crimp in movie-made apocalyptic imagery for
awhile; more likely, we will see various glorifications of war at the cineplex, and unrepentant
authority figures whose sensitivities if not looks
will be comparable to Ariel Sharon.
Students of visual media will no doubt long
study the curious extent to which television news
has now abrogated its norms of independence and
objectivity. The camera eye has largely accepted
warrior class narration of the tale ''America at
War," and largely excluded any doubts or fears,
not to mention humane objections to high-tech
savagery. One may wonder whether journalists,
treated with contempt by presidential shills and
corporate bigwigs, compensate for their sense of
powerlessness and low status by macho breastbeating and fantasies of conquest ("Invade Iraq
now"). The laughable affectation of military gear
(helmets, flak jackets, designer G.I. clothing)
makes them appear part of "our team," even
though they are not even allowed in the war zone
by the Public Relations choreographers at the Pentagon. Although careers are enhanced by being
seen on the site of the action, they are less
reporters now than camp followers. The visual
experience of news has become a State function,
so strangely reminiscent of the official news of the
old Soviet empire we spent so much in blood and
treasure to defeat in the name of "freedom." We
may also wonder if peace is as visually interesting
as war. Haggles over trifles such as affordable
health care involve talking expertise and strained
facts; such stories offer no exciting footage of
heroic advance to victory and exquisite explosions (always on target, of course). A permanent
war footing serves all sorts of political and economic interests, but to persist, it must be made
entertaining as a visual spectacle. American corporate TV news may have found its twenty-first
century function, justifying the police state at
home and following the spectacle of "rooting out
301 3 1
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terrorism" (easily expanded to any kind of active
dissent-a.k.a., "militants"-anywhere) around
the globe. The war-comics narratives we can
expect from this new semi-official news will offer
little critical insight, but much affecting imagery
and stirring patriotic narrative, and will integrate
the news media into elite circles imbued with a
new sense of common mission, at last openly
revealing the propaganda function of news.
Lastly, and perhaps most unexpectedly, we
should point to the power, and popular reputation, of those skilled in counting. Social critic
George Steiner was one of the first to note the
importance of the "numerate," those professionals and organizations charged with keeping
tabs on things. We are familiar with those who can
talk, those who can write, and those who can
make pictures; but we usually don't pay attention
to those who can count. Yet the media of counting
have become central to our lives, and we pay
unwitting homage to numeratists when we surrender our income tax form to an expert, hand
over our money to a mutual fund manager, or
heed economists predicting the seven lean years
or seven fat years. Other forms of popular communication are identified by rhetorical quips, oped columns, and ads and news stories; the
numerate appear on the financial channels,
people budget offices and banks and statistics
bureaus and computer labs, and appear before
congressional committees. The Enron scandal
made the accountant, of all jobs, into a hero, when
number-crunchers began to see that others skilled
in numerology were cooking the books. Enron
reminded us how much our lives are dependent
upon those who control the numbers, and how
quickly our money, our livelihood, even our identity can vanish if someone erases us from the electronic ledgers. We all seem impressed by the
power of numbers, and deferential to those, in Ian
Hacking's term, who we believe to have "tamed
chance." Numbers communicate to us practical,
and even ultimate, truths: our TIAA-CREF statement tells us what we have accumulated, and
physicists can point to equations that describe our
universe. Politicians may prate, editorialists
scribble, and TV stand-ups videotape, but the
numerators have the figures. Computation rules
the world through the cooptation of "fact."
In terms of popular reputation, the numerate
would appear to inspire the most awe and even
fear. A good bit of oratory can be dismissed as just
talk; writing, from newspapers to textbooks, is
disposable; images on screens are ephemera; but
numbers have a mystical quality, and those who
understand them a kind of Pythagorean status. It

may seem strange to think that the heirs to Bob
Cratchit (and for that matter, the Uriah Heeps of
Houston and the Cayman Islands) are running
the world. But whom do anti-globalization
demonstrators attack? Bankers and accountants
and economists and Silicon Valley executives at
the World Bank, IMF, and the Davos Group! The
Luddite revolts of today are often against enumeration and categorization, being pigeonholed
as a statistic or reduced to a set of numbers which
are you. Such rebellions themselves demonstrate
the exalted status accorded the numerate. But
they also remind us that popular conceptions
may include an element of magical thinking. The
worship of number began in Oriental mysticism
and Greek cults, and even with their largely
empirical status, the ascendancy of number may
retain something of that old mystique. The Federal Reserve priesthood in their temple in Washington has a Delphic status.
It is astounding to note that at some time and
place, all our forms of communication were
accorded some sort of metaphysical status.
Words had the power to kill; writing was the
sacred monopoly of priests; pictures of The
Prophet were forbidden; and number, it its pristine and logical simplicity, a key to divinity.
(Mathematical operations are of much use in
popular religion: one can see proofs of who is
the latest Antichrist, demonstrations of the date
of the Rapture, and enumerations of the size and
composition of the Elect.) It would be an odd
but perhaps not unpredictable turn of history

now if power were to drift towards those skilled
in communicating what the numbers tell us. We
began by noting the strong anti-intellectual
strain in other forms of popular communication:
the contempt for proper oratorical expression
in the current forums of popular speech, the
decline of reading for enlightenment, the
descent of images into titillation or persuasion.
But the numerate possesses intellectual credentials that mitigate criticism and invite admiration. (The new three-volume biography of John
Maynard Keynes has evoked such responses;
profiles of numerative gurus such as Bill Gates
or Alan Greenspan are often effusive in praise.)
Perhaps it is no accident that the Oscar for best
picture went to a movie about a troubled mathematician. If intellect resides in those with power
over numbers, then the rest of us must resign
ourselves to deciphering their pronouncements
as to the state and course of our lives. Disputes
will break out over the proper interpretation of
numbers, as in the Florida vote count or the distribution of income, but we will seek and find
those priests of number who will reassure us and
offer better ways of counting. This is not to say
that the penny-counters will inherit the Earth.
The quest for certainty leads people towards
those at the moment who seem to have, and
communicate, a path to the certain. But, alas,
number will never give us absolute certainty; we
slaves of the numerate can take solace in the fact
that the history of Christianity has involved
much dispute over the number three. f

IN SEARCH OF A DUCK'S BACK
I knew he wouldn't like it,
this poem about his distaste
for all I do; not
all, no that's not fair, but
Much if not Most, at least,
especially the images of water rolling,
flowing, soaking deep, filling the hollows,
drowning me in its rising curse.

Greg Spencer
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... and another thing they never covered in
seminary was church sound systems. Of course,
there's no substitute for experience, but it might
have been helpful if someone could have said,
"Don't worry too much about your next sermon,
son, no one can hear you anyway."
The first church I ever preached in was where
I served as an intern. The pastor told me about
the pastor he had interned for, years before, who
was "boomy." "I hate boomy preachers," he confided to me. I internalized this message as "keep
your voice down." I did, no one heard, no one
complained. Hmm. Midway through the year the
church's sound system was stolen on a Saturday
night; the pastor boomed his way through the
sermon the next day. Those who noticed thought
it was an improvement. There wasn't any hurry
to replace the system... my internship ended .. .I
drifted to another internship where the church
had a newer sound system.
Newer sound system-good; older congregation-bad. Some of the members used individual, hand-held amplifiers connected to the
pew racks. They worked pretty well, except for
the time the electricity went out during the service. It was a clear, sunny morning so the consensus was "must of been a squirrel got into a
transformer." The funny thing from the pulpit
was watching a few old ladies suddenly lose the
sound and shake their hand-held devices, then
shake their heads and finally give up trying to
hear entirely. During my stay at this congregation one of the more lucid octogenarians
hounded me about my "soft spokenness." I
explained that she sat in a "dead spot" soundwise and suggested that she move a few feet
toward the center of the sanctuary.
I was an intern; I didn't know that you never,
never, never suggest that someone sit elsewhere
in church. She had been sitting in the same dead
spot for fifty years and had been missing huge
chunks of the service every Sunday; she wasn't
about to change now! Tradition! But change she
did for my last Sunday! I had written a strong
sermon, I had grown in self-confidence, the stars
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aligned, the electricity stayed on, the sound
system didn't fail and she moved a few feet.
When she squeezed my arm and said, "I heard
every word!" it was the kindest benediction I
could have received. Little did I know the kind
of system awaiting me at my new church.
The problems started from Day One: "In the
beginning Tom had problems with feedback,
popping and an amplifier that came and went at
random." We tried everything: I moved the
microphone on my lapel; I turned my hearing
aids off when I spoke; I took them out entirelynothing worked, at least nothing worked consistently. This week's remedy was next week's
superstition and alchemy. Once when I turned
on the microphone to the sound of popping and
hissing, which subsided momentarily, I said,
''Amen" and the service went off with only a few
dozen hitches. In August 1994 I hit the on switch
on the microphone and heard a symphony of
distortion and so I deviated from the standard
words of welcome by saying, "Welcome to this
twenty-fifth anniversary of Woodstock celebration." Jimi Hendrix must have smiled down
from heaven because the system behaved after
that. (If there's a rock and roll heaven, you know
they've got a helluva band.) By the time I left
that church, having grown in self-confidence
and replaced the old hearing aids (thus
improving my enunciation) people could pretty
much hear and understand what I was trying to
say. It was time to move on.
The late Senator Everett Dirkson is said to
have said something like, "The only man who
never changes his mind is a dead man." The Senator never met the sound guy at my second
church. Art was the least flexible person I have
ever met. When I had problems with the sound
system he blamed them on "user error." I asked
for a tutorial on sound system use. The instruction amounted to "turn on the microphone
before the receiver and clip the microphone right
here." When the system went out-again-it was
obviously user error. I endured this frustration
until one morning the system failed The Head

Cheese. Since user error was not a possible explanation, we had a new system within a month.
There were two good things about the old,
erratic system. First, when some members of a
pulpit committee came to watch me preach, they
were most impressed by my poise when the
system went out, little knowing that this was the
norm. Second, when I was giving my final
sermon and talking about how I had spent my
last few weeks doing things for the last time"the last time I would eat lunch at the Double
TT Diner, the last time I would stun other
motorists by signaling a lane change on the
beltway, the last time I had a sermon interrupted
by this unreliab-" at this point I stopped
speaking, but mouthed, "user error my ass." It
was my own private little joke (until now).
The sound system at my current church was
also bad when I arrived. Worse, my predecessor
had one of those voices that fills any room and
so he didn't use the system. Not only was the
sound system bad, it had been selected, installed,
maintained and fussed over by three guys for the
last twenty years. All three of them were of the
opinion that it was "top of the line" and "best
equipment you could find anywhere," (both of
which had been true during the Eisenhower
Administration). When they said, "they don't
make 'em like this anymore" I had to agree.
The system was serviced by a WWII vet named
Ed. Ed knows sound systems. Ed just loves sound
systems. Ed will tell you stories about different
problems groups have had with their sound systems and how he "patched 'em right up and got
'em workin' dandy." Ed ran the sound for Rudy
Vallee's "Wiffenpoofs Across America" tour in
1926; he'll show you his black concert T-shirt
with the sleeves ripped off and his back stage
passes if you ask him nicely. Ed was the nicest,
sweetest, most jovial man on the planet. Did I say
he was nice? Once he spent an hour and a half
with me on Good Friday because the system had
failed entirely at Maundy Thursday's service. We
put a new battery in the microphone. We found a
way to get the receiver's antenna to point just a
little straighter. We repositioned both speakers
about a nanometer each. And he told the story of
the time he got the sound system going up at that
"big snowmobile shindig they have up there up
north near Arpin, you heard-a that?" -"Uh, no."
"Well, they called me in a panic because they
weren't gettin' nothing over the speakers, called
me on a Saturday morning!" -"What then?"
"I told 'em to turn it on and leave it sit for an
hour... and you know what!" -"What?"
''All them tubes had to do was heat up! It's
cold up north, but once the system got warm

enough ... you know what! -"What?"
"It just worked dandy."
Ed can tell stories like this one (hell, Ed can
tell this story) for hours at a time. He kept his
visit to ninety minutes because it was "Good
Friday and all." Still, the system found a way to
fail on Easter. ''All them antennas at the Cop
Shop (this is what Midwesterners call the Police
Station) and on the downtown hotels probably
caused that."
"But what can we do so this doesn't happen
every week?"
"Did you check the battery?" -"Yes."
"That antenna still straight up and down?"
-"Yes."
"I'll come in next week and we'll aim the
speakers again." Because its failing piled up for a
record number of consecutive weeks, a choir
member started calling the system Cal Ripken.
Finally, the right people got fed up and we
decided to spend some money and get a system
that worked. Two companies were invited to
submit bids. One of them came clear from Green
Bay! The first company spoke for about thirty
minutes and explained that with current technology we could do a lot better. They did an
assessment of the acoustics of the sanctuary and
found that the loudest spot is where Judy
Emerson has sat for sixty years. Judy is the one
who complains about the organ being too loud.
(I knew better than to point this out to Judy; I
ain't no intern anymore!)
The second company set up a temporary
system for committee night so we could hear a
sample of what it would sound like. It sounded
good. It sounded very good. I imagined never
having to hear about the snowmobile shindig in
Arpin again and it sounded better and better.
The second company's engineer was nothing if
not passionate about sound. When he said, "For
about $15,000 I can put a kick-ass sound system
into this, I mean a really quality sound system
into this church, sorry, Father," some committee
members gasped, but I was sold. I mean, I've
wanted a kick-ass stereo since I was fifteen and
now I've got one at my church!
The new system is fabulous, the choir and
organist can hear everything and Judy Emerson
isn't blasted out, except by the organ on occasion. But it's not perfect. Last month we experienced user error when I forgot to turn the power
on. I walked out to start the service, said "The
Lord be with you," and got no response. Then I
said, a little louder, "There's something wrong
with this microphone." By then habit kicked in
and my flock responded dutifully, ''And also
with you."

f

booklines
My motive for reading psychoanalyst Stephen Mitchell's final book, Can
Love Last? The Fate of Romance Over
Time (Norton, 2002) was pretty transparent. I wanted to be reassured. It was
Valentine's Day and I was in love. But I
do have standards, and schmaltz
wouldn't do; I had read that Mitchell's
book was both sanguine and rigorous. I
found that Mitchell's book neither reassured with easy platitudes nor poured
realism's cold waters on passion's fire.
Instead, it rethinks all of the conventional wisdom about fading romance
and dimming passion, outlining a psychological defense of ever-renewing love
and vitality in long-term relationships.
Mitchell's optimism rests on three
theses: First, stability and security aren't
the sober destination of all relationships.
Rather, they themselves are fantasies
enlisted to protect us from the frightful
riskiness of romance and passion;
Second, the over-valuation of the love
object may be a delusion, but it may be
no more delusional than the belief that
there's someone better for us out there;
Third, relationships live in a neverending tension between romance and
stability, between passion and routine.
My motive for reading the recent
translation of Song of Songs by Ariel and
Chana Bloch (University of California
Press, 1995) wasn't too mysterious
either. It's hot. Its vineyards and flowers
and spices-not to mention its lips and
breasts and hair-warm the coldest February nights. This new translation captures the Song's concert of intense
desire, sexual hunger, tender devotion
and adoring sensuality. The longing of
the lovers is shown to be both exquisitely carnal and sublimely holy. The
translation is true to the economy and
physicality of the Hebrew, though the
translators are flexible enough to produce an English poem with a beauty all
its own. The parallel texts in Hebrew
and English are deeply satisfying for the
Hebrew reader, and the line-by-line
commentary explicates the extraordinarily complex language of the Song.
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While I was reading these books, I
wondered whether they'd cross-pollinate. Together, what could they tell me
about love? On the surface, Song of
Songs seems like something you read
either nostalgic for a distant past or
dreaming of an equally distant future.
The Song evokes the heady desire and
desperate hunger of new loves past and
of the hopes and longings for future
loves. Sometimes, though, these feelings
seem to be nothing more than the
melancholic relics of unsustainable
beginnings or the dreams of a never-toarrive happily-ever-after. Mitchell's
book seems more grounded and realistic
than the Song. It's a soberly reassuring
argument that romance does not automatically fade. On the contrary, Mitchell
finds that couples conspire to domesticate love as they would a wild animal
before bringing it home. Unfortunately,
no one really wants a housebroken love.
Maybe Can Love Last? is the followup of Song of Songs. As the thrill wears
off, the lovers stop fooling around in
vineyards and instead read books about
sustaining their relationship. Mitchell
warns them of the dangers of trying to
tame the romance to make it seem safe.
When the Song's unnamed man tires of
breasts that somehow remind him of
towers and Schulamite has had enough
of having to chase him through the city
late at night, Mitchell would remind
them not to delude themselves into
thinking that other partners wouldn't
come with drawbacks all their own.
Mitchell wouldn't want his book to
be the sequel to the passion of the Song.
The Song reminds its readers of the
joyous pleasures and delicious thrills of
unrestrained love and desire. Reigning
them in, Mitchell claims, would not
only betray the love, but it would be a
bad deal as well. No one wants stability
and safety if they come at the price of
the miraculous. Magical passion and the
blush of new love may be as fragile as
sandcastles, destined to be washed away
by the next tide, but Mitchell endorses
the Nietzschian vision of "the tragic
man or woman, living life to the fullest,
as one who builds sandcastles passion-

ately, all the time aware of the coming
tide. The ephemeral, illusory nature of
all form does not detract from the surrender to the passion of the work; it
enhances and enriches it" (55). Later,
while admitting the need for stability,
Mitchell argues against turning one's
back on sandcastles. Rather, "it may be.
.. that we can only find a satisfying habitable dwelling by first identifying it as a
favorite sandcastle" (105). The choice
isn't between dreamy, idealized fantasy
and cold, hard ttuth. Rather, we choose
which dreams to follow and which
ideals to let guide us. In this world, love
is a sandcastle built for two.
Inasmuch as Mitchell's hope for
romance springboards from passionate
love like that of the Song, so the Song's
passion doesn't concede a thing to the
moderation and tempering of love's
enthusiasm. There's nothing about the
lovers being admonished to cut it out
and get a room. While the love in the
Song is definitely of this world (though
I sincerely hope there are lovers
screwing around in heavenly vineyards
as well), the Song itself carries something of God in it. And Mitchell, in spite
of his very secular point of view, helps
us see it. Mitchell and the Song's poet
both see love as risky, miraculous and
wild. The Song insistently defies anyone
who wants to limit it either to earthly
eros or to divine, unembodied love. It's
both and more.
The Song's mystery is the mystery of
love and religion. Love and religion are
the places you come to ask questions
without answers. Honesty and imagination hold open a place for uncertainty,
for possibility and renewal. Hiding from
the dangers of uncertainty deadens marriages or ossifies religion into orthodoxy, betraying the sublime unknowability of both love and religion.
Marriage-be it between bride and
groom or between God and Israel-is a
beginning, not a destination. Each day,
a new sandcastle. The twentieth-century Jewish philosopher Franz Rosenszweig embraces the impermanence of
love, writing in The Star of Redemption
(University of Notre Dame Press, 1985)

that love "is instability itself; it is faithlessness devoted only to the individual
present moment. Out of abysmal faithlessness it can thus turn into steadfast
faith" (163). Even as sandcastles come
and go, "a kind of strength also
emanates from the object of love ... the
serene glow of the great Yea in which
that love of the lover.. .finds that which
it could not find in itself: affirmation
and constancy... If you testify to me,
then I am God, and not otherwisethus the master of the Kabbala lets the
God of love declare. The lover who sacrifices himself in love is recreated anew
in the trust of the beloved, and this time
forever" (170-1).
A sandcastle built for two is not just
any old sandcastle. It is the home where
we can cross from self to other. It is the
dream space of the giving of self and
receiving the infinite. As the Rabbis said
over a thousand years ago, when they
glossed the line from the Song "I am
asleep, but my heart is wakeful" (5:2):
"King of the Universe .. .I am asleep in
respect of the redemption, but the heart
of the Holy One, Blessed be He, is
awake to redeem me" (Song of Songs
Rabbah, V.2, pp.231:2). So go to sleep
and dream of the beloved. The language of love and the language of God
don't describe love, they engender and
amplify it. Love, if you don't cripple it,
and God, if you don't deny the sublime
mystery of the divine, are there in our
hearts to redeem us. Love and religion
have both been derided as wish-fulfillment. Yes, we might say in a moment of
maximum hope, they fulfill the wishes
of God.
Jack Marmorstein
Allen Guelzo. Abraham Lincoln:
Redeemer President. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1999.
This book is not what it appears to
be at first glance. Its author, Allen
Guelzo, founding dean of the Templeton Honors College and Grace F.
Kea Professor of American History at
Eastern College in St. David's, Pennsylvania, is perhaps better known (until
now) for his work on the intellectual
life of Jonathan Edwards than for his
contribution to Lincolnalia. Its publisher, Eerdmans, has built a solid reputation as a producer of first-rate work

in religion, theology, and church history-not prize-winning scholarship in
the field of American history proper.
Finally, its subtitle, when considered in
the context of the author's previous
works and Eerdmans's commitment to
American religious history (the press
publishes a series on American Religious Biography of which Guelzo serves
as a co-editor), suggests that this is yet
another attempt to connect America's
sixteenth president with this or that
religious tradition-an endeavor that,
frankly, has produced some of the worst
examples of Lincoln scholarship.
Yet, upon closer examination, one
finds that Guelzo, a self-confessed "late
comer" to Lincoln studies, has already
published a well-received textbook of
the Civil War Era (The Crisis of the
American Republic: A History of the
Civil War and Reconstruction Era, St.
Martin's, 1995) and an edition of Holland's Life ofAbraham Lincoln (University of Nebraska, 1998). Redeemer President is thus much more than a spiritual
biography of Abraham Lincoln. Guelzo
should be commended for grounding
Lincoln's career and religious beliefs in
the context of the political, economic,
and especially intellectual context of
the antebellum world in which he lived.
Lincoln scholars agree. The book was a
co-winner of the prestigious Lincoln
Prize, a lucrative award presented annually by Gettysburg College to the best
work on Civil War America. As a result,
it will garner a wide readership beyond
academia and prove to be a major coup
for the small publishing house in Grand
Rapids that produced it.
Allen Guelzo's Abraham Lincoln is
a far cry from the uneducated, log cabin
dwelling, rail-splitting folk hero that
poet Carl Sandburg popularized in the
early twentieth-century. He is instead a
man of ideas living in an era when ideas
were important. Through a refreshing
new reading of Lincoln's speeches, writings, and vast amount of "reminiscence
material," Guelzo describes Lincoln's
life-long fascination with the intellectual currents of his time. We read about
his engagement with the rigid
Calvinism of his parents, the Enlightenment rationalism of Thomas Paine,
John Stuart Mill, and Jeremy Bentham,
and the classic and laissez-faire liberalism of John Locke and Adam Smith.
In what is perhaps the most ground-

breaking interpretive gesture in the
book, Guelzo asserts that Lincoln's constant grappling with such ideas, especially in terms of how they related to
philosophical questions about the
nature of God, directly affected his
Civil War policy as president.
Guelzo interprets the Civil War as a
conflict over ideas that carried profound
political consequences for American
identity. We read little about a war
between armies, cultures, or competing
interpretations of the Constitution.
While these aspects of early republican
American life certainly factor into his
narrative of the conflict and Lincoln's
place within it, the Civil War, for Guelzo,
was ultimately an ideological encounter
between two competing political
economies-Lincoln's "Whiggism" on
the one hand, and the legacy of Thomas
Jefferson on the other. As a devout flagbearer of the nineteenth-century Whig
Party, Lincoln believed that America's
best hope rested in a capitalist nation
that afforded all citizens opportunities
for economic advancement. Markets
and internal "improvements" such as
roads, bridges, and canals allowed Americans to "escape the restraints of locality
and community" and connect with a
"larger world of trade, based on merit,
self-improvement, and self control" (57).
A diverse economy driven by manufacturing, commerce, and large-scale commercial farming was the best means of
securing economic liberty and happiness
for everyday Americans. Such a vision
differed sharply from Jefferson's largely
agrarian and local vision for the nation,
a vision that Lincoln believed kept
people-literally in the case of Africans
and figuratively in the case of poor landless whites-bound to the land with no
real chance of improvement. For Lincoln, the forces of nature were on the
side of progress-both economic and
social-and such an Enlightenment idea
of improvement was best accomplished
by exposing people to the liberating
power of the market.
The Whig Party was very attractive
to the host of evangelical reformers who
entered the public sphere with force
during the early nineteenth-century
revivals known as the Second Great
Awakening. Since unfettered capitalism
could result in greed and a host of other
national sins linked to self-interest,
Whigs upheld a commitment to a sober,

disciplined, and moral republic. Though
Lincoln represented the more secular
wing of the Whig party, he strongly supported his evangelical colleagues in the
need to wed morality and public policy.
Such a position separated him further
from Jefferson's heirs who believed
public religion could potentially undermine the strict separation between
church and state and promote a hegemonic Protestant culture at odds with
democratic individualism and religious
diversity. In the end, as Guelzo so
cogently writes, Whigs preferred a
society that was "economically diverse
but culturally uniform; Democrats preferred economic uniformity and
equality, but tolerated the spread of cultural, ethnic, and moral diversity" (62).
While Lincoln's Whig sensibilities
made him an avid defender of public
religion and morals, his own religious
journey remained a mystery to his
friends, colleagues and supporters. The
"hard shell" Separate Baptist faith of
Lincoln's parents was rigidly predestinarian. As young Abe grew older, he was
unable to make sense of his life through
the grid of this strict Calvinism and thus
began a religious and intellectual
odyssey away from organized Christianity. But even as he became a classic
Victorian doubter, Lincoln's predestinarianism, Guelzo argues, remained a
part of his psyche and was eventually
secularized into a determinism that
rejected the idea of human free will in
exchange for a form of fatalism . The
clearest articulation of his religious
beliefs came during the 1846 election for
a seat in the U.S . House of Representatives from Illinois's Seventh congressional district. Lincoln's opponent in the
race, the Methodist circuit rider Peter
Cartwright, initiated a smear campaign
designed to characterize Lincoln as an
infidel and a candidate not worthy of
support from religiously minded voters.
Lincoln responded to Cartwright's accusations with a handbill admitting that he
was not a member of any Christian
church. But he also defended his belief
in the "doctrine of necessity"-the idea
that humans possessed "neither free will
nor the moral responsibility for the right
or wrong actions that is supposed to
follow the exercise of free choices"
(117) . Lincoln took this commitment to
"necessity" quite seriously. He even
understood his presidency as some sort
3
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of "accident," explainable only by the
cosmic forces of cause and effect. Since
he lacked charisma, good looks, a
formal education, and was largely out of
touch with Republican power-brokers
on the eastern seaboard, he could only
chalk up the fact that he was elected to
some form of "providence."
But as the Civil War raged Lincoln
began to consider the possibility that
human events were governed not by
mere fatalism or determinism, but by the
workings of a sovereign God. As an old
Whig, who championed the idea of
human progress and advancement, Lincoln believed that history "marched irresistibly upwards over time" (326) . As a
result, the very notion that slavery would
spread throughout America was a virtual
impossibility. The Civil War would
inevitably lead to the end of this barbarian and uncivilized institution, there
was no other possible outcome. In 1861,
however, as the Union suffered a host of
terrible defeats to the Confederate army,
Lincoln began to entertain the thought
that perhaps the war did not conform to
his understanding of natural law
informed by the inevitability of human
progress. Perhaps the war was being governed by a "providence which was more
than a general cosmic process" (325). In
a memo to John Hay, one of his presidential secretaries, Lincoln proposed
what Guelzo calls the "most radically
metaphysical question ever posed by an
American president" (327). He asked if
God might have a purpose for this war
other than the end of slavery or the
preservation of the Union-a purpose
that was beyond human comprehension.
From this point forward, Lincoln
began to make references in his writings
and personal papers to the providence of
God. He even attempted to discern
God's specific will in the making of
wartime policies. ln the summer of 1862,
for example, he told his aides that if the
Union armies obtained a victory at Antietam Creek he would consider it a divine
sign that he should move forward with
his plan to emancipate the slaves in the
Confederacy. Similarly, in his much-cited
Second Inaugural Address, Lincoln again
suggested that God's purposes for the
war were a mystery and the large number
of casualties on both sides were the consequences of national sin. ln the end, the
war forced Lincoln the skeptic, the
fatalist, and a longtime defender of a sec-

ularized brand of human progress to
unconsciously revisit certain elements of
his childhood Calvinism and accept the
providence of God and the mysteries of
his active governing of everyday life.
While Lincoln came to embrace a
"Calvinized deism," he never became a
Christian, although Guelzo seems to
suggest that he may have been moving in
that direction prior to the abrupt end to
his life in Ford's theater on Good Friday,
1865. Guelzo reminds us that the idea of
Lincoln as "Redeemer President," a
phrase borrowed from Walt Whitman,
is a "cruel irony." Though he may have
redeemed the Union and the slaves, a
theme echoed from American pulpits in
1865 Easter sermons, he did not believe
in the redemption of his own soul. We
will never know whether Lincoln was on
the road to spiritual redemption prior to
his assassination, but Guelzo's skillful,
bold, and convincing treatment of his
changing religious understanding in the
context of Civil War America is a delight
to read. Lincoln and Civil War scholars
might be frustrated by some of Guelzo's
interpretive leaps. For example, he suggests that Lincoln's firing of General
George McClellan as commander of the
Army of the Potomac was "the greatest
political risk of his life, and perhaps in
the history of the republic" (310). He
also asserts, with little supporting evidence, that preachers and evangelical
religious organizations made little
impact on the war in comparison to Lincoln's religious contribution (447).
Moreover, Eerdman's decision to
eschew traditional footnotes in favor of
a bibliographical essay at the end of the
book certainly makes for an easier read,
but raises questions of documentation
and the source of quotations, especially
those culled from reminiscence material.
These, however, are only minor quibbles
with a book that will serve as the definitive work on Lincoln's religious and
intellectual life for years to come. If you
read one book on Lincoln or the Civil
War over the course of the next few
years, read Redeemer President.
John Fea

Marva J. Dawn. Powers, Weakness,
and the Tabernacling of God. Eerdmans, 2001.
In this timely book, Marva Dawn
presents four lectures on what it means
to be the church in a world dominated
by violence, technology and the media
culture. The work attempts a convergence of biblical themes which have
until now been treated separately: the
notion of the principalities and powers,
and the "tabernacling" of God in the
world in and through the agency of
human weakness. Dawn locates the
ministry and mission of the church in a
theology of the cross which embraces
weakness as the agency of divine power.
She accompanies this prescription with
a sharp critique of the ways in which the
church has subverted its mission by collaborating with the powers of the world.
In the first lecture, Dawn builds on
the magisterial, three volume work of
Walter Wink, The Powers (Fortress
Press, 1984-1992). She, like Wink, seeks
a recovery of the biblical language of the
powers, understood here as those postmodern societal structures of domination which "enslave people in new servitudes" (30). These structures of domination manifest themselves through the
variety of political, economic, and even
media networks which shape human life
around the world. Dawn corrects
Wink's reduction of the powers to their
material and tangible manifestations,
arguing that their visible manifestation
need not negate an appreciation for
their supernatural origin and spiritual
depth. Preferring Barth to Wink, she
resists the need to demythologize New
Testament language. Rather, the biblical
notion of the powers offers the church a
tool with which society itself might be
interpreted and demythologized.
The second lecture turns to the
theme of God's "tabernacling" and a
"theology of weakness." Dawn defends
an intriguing exegetical proposal for 2
Corinthians 12:9, traditionally translated, "My grace is sufficient for you,
for my strength is made perfect in weakness." A persuasive case is offered that
tele, virtually always connoting the act
of bringing to completion, should be
translated precisely that way here as
well. Thus, Paul is heard to say, "[The
Lord] said to me, 'My grace is sufficient
for you, for [your] power is brought to

its end in weakness." All the more gladly
then, will I boast in my weakness that
the power of Christ [not mine!] may
tabernacle upon me" (2 Corinthians
12:9f). The passage functions as a lens
bringing into focus the themes of the
indwelling God who tabernacles with
the children of Israel, and who in the
event of the incarnation enters human
lowliness in the person of Christ,
accomplishing God's hidden purposes
in his suffering and death on the cross.
For Dawn, the theology of the cross prescribes a way of being church which
entails honoring the weak among us.
The implicit critique becomes explicit
as Dawn asks why the church has turned
its pastors into CEOs rather than shepherds for the weak; and why congregations tend to seek out the handsome,
charismatic and sophisticated for their
leaders rather than models of suffering;
and why churches so often resort to
gimmicks and techniques for advancing
growth rather than faithfully upholding
the historic practices of prayer, worship,
and seeking justice.
Dawn heightens her critique in the
third lecture where, drawing heavily on
the work of Jacques Ellul, she names
and describes those patterns by which
the church succumbs to the fallen
powers. Acts 2 provides the vehicle for
a description of the church's true vocation, which Dawn encapsulates as seven
practices: the apostles' teaching, fellowship, breaking bread, prayers, signs and
wonders, economic redistribution and
worship. Step by step the grim picture is
detailed of how "our churches operate
as fallen powers when the gospel is no
longer a stumbling block, when the
'foolishness' and 'weakness' of God outlined in 1 Corinthians 1-2 are discarded
in favor of status, position, wealth, popularity, acceptability to the modern or
postmodern minds, or power" (91).
The fourth lecture stands as Dawn's
proposal for correction, calling upon the
church to faithfully take up its mission
from a posture of weakness and thereby
actively engaging the battle with the
powers. A meditation on wielding the
peculiar "armor of God" (Ephesians 6)
provides the platform from which
Dawn's vision for the church is launched.
The church will take up the breastplate
of righteousness as she offers hospitality
and seeks justice for victims. She will put
on the shoes of readiness to proclaim the

gospel of peace as she embraces a
lifestyle of simplicity. The shield of faithfulness will mean acknowledging the
great sacrifice of caring for our children
in a society that disregards their wellbeing. And the helmet of salvation
enables the church to champion the
cause of those in bondage to the powers
and in need of liberation. These and
other themes Dawn presents as suggestive possibilities for guiding the church
in its engagement with the powers.
Powers, Weakness, and the Tabernacling of God is written for mainline congregations, not simply for their pastors
or theologians. Writing in language that
is generally accessible to laity, Dawn
draws together an array of themes
which will be familiar to the student of
theology, but which have yet to transform the North American church. Not
without grace, she brings into focus the
common ways in which congregations
have conformed to cultural trends and
fads by embracing management theories
of the business world, for example, or
by allowing political agendas to dominate the church's mission. The frequent
reference to biblical, liturgical and devotional texts, along with a set of chapter
by chapter study questions, make the
book an especially attractive possibility
for a congregational study group. Dawn
injects open-ended theological themes
such as the theology of the cross, a theology of weakness, and the notion of the
powers, inviting seekers thereby to
deepen their understanding of the
Christian faith and of the power and
meaning of churchly practice.
Some readers will find Dawn's prescriptions, in spite of freq uent illustrations and examples, frustratingly vague.
It is difficult, afrer all, to imagine a more
malleable concept than "weakness." Yet,
this "weakness" remains a "strength"
insofar as the book represents an invitation to begin a congregational conversation (and not end one !) on what it
means to be church at the beginning of
the twenty-first century.
Ben Leslie

Randall Balmer. Growing Pains:
Learning to Love My Father's Faith.
Brazos Press, 2001.
Diana Butler Bass. Strength for the
Journey: A Pilgrimage of Faith in Community. Jossey-Bass, 2001.
Richard Cimino. Trusting the Spirit:
Renewal and Reform in American Religion. Jossey-Bass, 2001.
grace greater than our sin
We have three fine books here,
though they are fine in markedly different ways. Each finds vibrant life in
the contemporary Christian church. In
the Balmer and Bass volumes above all,
we meet that "life" peculiar to Christian communities, i.e., grace greater
than all our sin.
Living in Alexandria, Virginia,
Diana Butler Bass writes a weekly
column for the New York Times Syndicate. She also writes for Beliefnet.com,
an online religious magazine, and has
been featured on the PBS program, Religion and Ethics Newsweekly with Bob
Abernathy. Coming from a conservative
evangelical background, she became
Episcopalian in 1980, and has never
looked back.
As a journalist, Bass's great gift is
interpreting contemporary mainline
Christianity from within. It is difficult
to tell the truth about a single congregation, much less an entire denomination;
and we all know of people who have left
mainline churches. Strength for the
Journey blends the story of the author's
own spiritual journey with the drama of
the last twenty years of mainline American church life. The commanding
theme of this particular drama, as we
know, has been upheaval and change.
In all religions, there are "stayers"
and there are "leavers." Bass is a stayer.
As few journalists do these days, she
takes the time required to understand
the cadence, the texture, and the
rhythms of mainline churches. And, not
uncritically, she likes what she sees.
Many mainline members, Bass shows,
are staying and deepening their faith
and serving God and neighbor.
Bass finds an emerging congregational style among mainline Protestants,
perhaps even the beginning of a new
period in congregational history. This
"paradigm shift" may be responsible for
at least some of the considerable confusion and conflict among mainliners
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today. On the cusp of change, Bass
believes, are not seeker churches but
intentional congregations.
Like seeker-oriented churches,
intentional congregations welcome lay
participation, are not clerical or hierarchical, are creative with music and worship, and de-emphasize doctrinal uniformity. But intentional congregations
are different. They do not draw members as other churches do, i.e., with
popular programs or a perfect geographical location or with an attractive
cluster of outreach services. Rather, the
appeal is joining a community that is
self-consciously on the way, a congregation in transit, a pilgrim church. Such
churches practice their faith decidedly
in the world, yet at the same time live
in permanent tension with it. We have
here no continuing city. With theological clarity, this paradox is evident in all
their core practices-prayer, Bible
study, weekly worship, serving the
needy, baptisms, weddings, funerals. Is
this a new congregational reality? Perhaps. In fits and starts, the old mainline
may be renewing itself.
Richard Cimino finds renewal
taking place inside and outside the
mainline, along a broad spectrum of
churches, para-church groups, and synagogues in America life. He is the author
of the best-selling Shopping for Faith:
American Religion in the New Millennium (1999), and is publisher of Religion
Watch, a newsletter monitoring trends
and research in contemporary religion.
In Trusting the Spirit, the reader is
introduced to the distinct perspective
of the scientific study of religion. Theology is "bracketed" or held off to the
side. Religions are approached analytically as largely incommensurate but
equally valid belief systems. Much
attention is given to religions as social
organizations or systems. In Cimino's
book, he wants to know how particular
religions-as-systems change and grow.
So he presents six case studies of liberal and conservative religious groups
working for change: Catholic Charismatic Renewal, Biblical Witness Fellowship (an evangelical group in the
United Church of Christ), American
Lutheran Publicity Bureau, Jewish
Renewal, Call to Action (a progressive
Roman Catholic group), and Taize (an
ecumenical Protestant liturgical reform
movement). You can't help but come

away from the book with a richer
understanding of the diverse tapestry of
religious life in America. Cimino is
always fair, and is careful to state the
methods used to study each group.
For a six or seven week class, the
book would be a natural for adult study
in churches. Religious change is a mysterious and fascinating subject, and
Cimino does throw light on it. On the
other hand, the book's conclusions (for
instance, "education and youth formation are key to insuring that the next
generation will carry on renewal
work") turn out to be a little too
obvious to merit an entire chapter.
Now on to the shortest of the three
books, and the best. Recall the signal feature of Bass's intentional or pilgrim congregations: a lively sense of pilgrimage
or spiritual journey, both for the congregation as a whole and for individual
members. If you run into folks who
wonder out loud what a faith journey is
or why it is important, you might slip
them a copy of Balmer's Growing Pains.
Randall Balmer has been teaching
American religion at Columbia University since 1985, and is an adjunct professor of church history at Union Theological Seminary in New York. His
books include Mine Eyes Have Seen the
Glory: A Journey into the Evangelical
Subculture in America and Grant Us
Courage: Travels Along the Mainline of
American Protestantism. He is a commentator on National Public Radio; he
has written and hosted television documentaries on American religion with
the Public Broadcasting System.
I wouldn't be at all surprised if
Balmer turns out to be a writer with
essentially one book in him, and that
Growing Pains is that book in condensed form. It is a series of somewhat
disjointed, short and searing essays,
held together by a lifelong lover's
quarrel with his father. Rev. Clarence
R. Balmer was a Nebraska-born fundamentalist minister who, early on,
sensed this particular son's talent and
made no secret about wanting Randall
to enter the ministry. He even gave his
young son a miniature pulpit! Balmer's
1997 testament to his dad in the book's
final chapter is as beautiful a eulogy as
you will ever read.
"I labour to possess my own soul,"
Izaac Walton wrote once, and we feel
and see this peculiar kind of labor in

Growing Pains. Much of the book
revolves around the agony and confusion of a boy living with a man of
strong faith who happens to be both a
minister and the boy's father. When the
Puritans dubbed the family "the littlest
church," they were not wrong. The
core problem of educational ministry is
the same, whether you look first at families or at churches: How is the faith to
be passed on from one generation to
the next? How is the tradition to be
transmitted amidst a people who place
an unusually high value on honesty and

truthfulness, whose yea is to be yea and
whose nay, nay?
Focusing like a laser on this commanding question in church practice,
Balmer's account of his relationship
with his father quickly becomes the
story of his own family and friendship
circle, which in turn opens out into the
larger story of Protestant evangelicalism in America in the twentieth century, which finally turns into the Old,
Old Story of Jesus and His Love.
Growing Pains is a common tale
uncommonly told. We hear of a power

like unto no other, of a grace greater
than all our sin.
Inside the book flap, there is a 1961
picture of the author-in his miniature
pulpit, wearing a freshly ironed shirt
buttoned to the neck and a pair of
glasses and his best smile. Randall was
seven years old in this picture. From a
heavenly vantage point forty years later,
Rev. Balmer should certainly be smiling.
Wayne G. Boulton
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